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ABSTRACT 

Detroit’s shocking decline has been a topic of national concern for several 

decades now, but attention paid to the city’s problems reached new levels when the 

American public learned that the U.S. automotive industry was in jeopardy, eventually 

needing more than $17 billion in loans from the United States government to stay afloat 

(Skeel, 2011, June 6).  Once the fourth largest city in the United States, the Motor City 

ushered in the twenty-first century with half the number of residents it had just fifty years 

before and new monikers like “Murder City” that mocked the city’s formerly heroic 

identity (Kerr, 2004, p. 68).  To the nation, Detroit was dying, and its failure to live up to 

its potential as a thriving metropolis demanded the public’s mournful attention.  How had 

a city that was once described as “the city of tomorrow” fallen so far? (Herron, 2004, p. 

33).   

 The purpose of this thesis is to understand what meanings media texts attribute to 

Detroit, how they negotiate its symbolic value in the American narrative, and what 

functions they perform in the public sphere by contributing to national discourse in these 

ways.  The nation has been told it should care about the city’s recovery, which begs the 

question: Why? Why does Detroit matter?  Drawing primarily from memory studies and 

integrating urban history, sociology, and ruin studies, this thesis performs a rhetorical 

analysis of four case studies that negotiate the meaning of Detroit as public discourse.   

This thesis argues that narratives of Detroit implicitly placate a country in crisis 

and reinforce the continued relevance of American values—individualism, capitalism, 

and post-racial multiculturalism—to the new world order.  These cultural texts implicitly 

ask: Are we the superpower we were when Detroit stood at the helm of our empire?  If 
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not, who or what can we blame for the overthrow of the nation?  In this way, 

remembering Detroit functions to work through the nation’s ambivalence about the 

stability of American national identity in the twenty-first century and restore social order 

by resolving the questions that Detroit’s demise evokes, determining its impact—

symbolic and otherwise—on the future of the country, and assessing the state of the 

nation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Detroit’s shocking decline has been a topic of national concern for several 

decades now, but attention paid to the city’s problems reached new levels when the 

American public learned that the U.S. automotive industry was in jeopardy, eventually 

needing more than $17 billion in loans from the United States government to stay afloat 

(Skeel, 2011, June 6).  Once the fourth largest city in the United States, the Motor City 

had been on a steady decline, quietly ushering in the twenty-first century with half the 

number of residents it had just fifty years before and new monikers like “Murder City” 

that mocked the city’s formerly heroic identity (Kerr, 2004, p. 68).  By the time the 

global financial crisis struck the United States in 2008, the city once known as the arsenal 

of democracy had become more well known for its mismanaged automotive companies 

that were now seeking bailouts from the federal government, a pathetic football team that 

lost all sixteen games of its 2008 season, and a philandering and financially corrupt 

mayor who had seemingly put the final nail in the city’s coffin.  To the nation, Detroit 

was dying, and its failure to live up to its potential as a thriving metropolis demanded the 

public’s mournful attention.  How had a city that was once described as “the city of 

tomorrow” fallen so far? (Herron, 2004, p. 33).   

The purpose of this thesis is to understand what meanings media texts attribute to 

Detroit, how they negotiate its symbolic value in the American narrative, and what 

functions they perform in the public sphere by contributing to national discourse in these 

ways.  The nation has been told it should care about the city’s recovery, which begs the 

question: Why? Why does Detroit matter?  Born and raised in the metropolitan Detroit 
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area, I have ties to the city and its people that imbue this study with personal 

significance and, in my opinion, make my investigation into national media discourses on 

Detroit more fruitful albeit more complicated.  My history with the Detroit metropolitan 

area has prompted me to pay particular attention to media coverage of the city.  At the 

same time, my perspective as an objective researcher may be limited to an extent by my 

positionality in the narratives that I discuss.  I acknowledge these inherent strengths and 

limitations as facets of the study worth mentioning in order to fully appreciate its goals 

and implications.   

In this thesis, I argue that narratives of Detroit implicitly placate a country in 

crisis and reinforce the continued relevance of American values—individualism, 

capitalism, and post-racial multiculturalism—to the new world order.  These cultural 

texts implicitly ask: Are we the superpower we were when Detroit stood at the helm of 

our empire?  If not, who or what can we blame for the overthrow of the nation?  In this 

way, remembering Detroit’s mythic past and unfathomable fall functions to work through 

the nation’s ambivalence about the stability of American national identity in the twenty-

first century and restore social order by resolving the questions that Detroit’s demise 

evokes, determining its impact—symbolic and otherwise—on the future of the country, 

and assessing the state of the nation. 

In the last few years, remembering Detroit—both as a twentieth-century marvel 

and a twenty-first-century ruin—has become a popular topic for media makers.  First, 

Detroit was pronounced dead and collectively mourned.  The decay of a neglected city 

perhaps being too much to bear, Detroit’s symbolic value was extracted from the current 

American narrative.  Images of decrepit buildings and barren neighborhoods circulated, 
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reflecting a mediated funeral ritual for the city of broken dreams and innocence lost. 

Popularly known by journalists as “ruin porn,” this practice fetishizes the city’s 

abandonment and decay by transforming this evidence of deterioration into an aesthetic 

worth valuing or at least contemplating.  Recently published books like The Ruins of 

Detroit (Marchand & Meffre, 2010), Detroit Disassembled (Moore & Levine, 2010), and 

Lost Detroit: Stories behind Detroit’s Majestic Ruins (Austin & Doerr, 2010) exemplify 

this trend.   

Such memory work is never simple.  The story of Detroit had to then be 

mythologized in order to glean from this unfortunate tale the lessons of what went wrong 

and how to avoid similar problems in the future.  Who or what are to blame for Detroit’s 

downfall?  Who, if anyone at all, will be remembered as its saviors?  Media texts that 

have attempted to tackle these questions include several documentary films such as 

Requiem for Detroit (2010), Detroit Wild City (2011), After the Factory (2012), and 

Detropia (2012) as well as journalism exclusives like Time’s Assignment: Detroit project 

and extended coverage by top circulating U.S. newspapers like the New York Times, 

Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, and USA Today.  The 

proliferation of national media on Detroit not only confirms the significance of Detroit as 

an American memory project, but it also reveals a contradiction in narratives for Detroit.  

Edy (1999) has said that journalism acts as “a critical forum for the negotiation of shared 

meanings when a hegemonic understanding of the past has yet to emerge” (p. 83).  This 

thesis extends this forum to include additional forms of media like advertising, television, 

and film—other influential storytellers with prominence in the public sphere.   
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Together, these media texts paint a textured portrayal of Detroit as a city in flux.  

While the central narrative of Detroit in ruins remains popular, it has also been 

appropriated and rejected by media discourses in the public sphere that propose other 

narratives for Detroit, which I refer to as counter-narratives.  This study is concerned with 

the deployment of Detroit by mass media, therefore all cases investigated were made for 

commercial purposes, either as print journalism or audiovisual advertising.  Due to their 

commercial nature, these texts are not traditional counter-narratives in the sense that they 

do not stem from counter-publics. However, I refer to them as such primarily because of 

their contradiction of a “Detroit in ruins” media narrative against which they define their 

own narratives, namely that of Detroit in recovery or already recovered.  Demonstrating 

the reflexivity of mass media and popular culture, these counter-narratives rework the 

ruined city narrative to arrive at different conclusions, but in doing so they help to 

reproduce the central narrative of Detroit’s rise and fall.  I interpret them as counter-

narratives in their reinforcement, perhaps inadvertent, of a narrative they reject and yet 

help to refine through their participation in the rhetorical discourses of commercial mass 

media. 

Drawing primarily from memory studies and integrating urban history, sociology, 

and ruin studies, this thesis performs a rhetorical analysis of four mass media examples 

that negotiate the meaning of Detroit as public discourse.  After providing a review of the 

literature and an overview of its methods in chapters two and three, chapters four and five 

of the study will demonstrate how media texts work in tandem to construct the dominant 

narrative of Detroit as a dying city and in turn promote their own counter-narratives that 

reclaim Detroit from the dead in varying ways, for particular purposes, and with distinct 
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consequences.  The central narrative and the first counter-narrative are from Time 

magazine, an example of national American journalism.  The second counter-narrative 

consists of two commercials for Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit advertising campaign 

that aired during the television broadcasts of the 2011 and 2012 Superbowl games.  The 

third counter-narrative is Palladium Boots’ Detroit Lives video advertisement, which the 

international company published to its website in September 2010.   

As examples of commercial mass media, these texts do not critically engage 

issues of race, class, and gender inequality and tend to offer audiences idealistic scenarios 

in which tensions—if they even exist—are easily identified and fixed.  Instead of 

attempting to unravel meanings in the motivations of journalists and advertisers whose 

fundamental goal is profit-making (in addition to others), I focus my attention on the 

ways in which commercial media texts such as the cases presented here do and do not 

discuss histories and memories of racial tension and use rhetorics of race, class, and 

gender in their construction of narratives for a city in crisis, which I argue can be 

extended to the entire nation as it gradually recovers from the global financial crisis of 

2008.  These texts are indicative of a trend in popular American culture to selectively use 

collective memory, thus invoking collective amnesia, to impart lessons about what is 

forgettable and valuable about our real and imagined history.  Though their commercial 

nature may make them less pliant to critical engagement, their mass appeal and 

glorification of national and mainstream ideals are precisely what makes their rhetorical 

discourses worthy of examination.   

The discussion that follows invokes analyses of these issues at various moments 

when they were particularly salient in the texts, thus incorporating discussions of race, 
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class, and gender as they relate to applications of collective memory, the larger issue 

concerning this thesis.  The cases analyzed tell dramatically different stories about the 

city’s past, present and future.  In each case, however, the postindustrial city is 

consciously touted as an American symbol whose rise and fall are considered equally 

impressive and unrivalled; No other Rust Belt city that failed has had the same import as 

Detroit, which is associated with Henry Ford, the assembly line, and the automobile, a 

longstanding symbol of the American Dream.  Building on hegemonic myths and 

memories of this great American city, the texts examined in this thesis negotiate the 

significance of Detroit’s hopeful recovery through media representations that reveal 

present anxieties about a nation in crisis and varying assumptions about the narrative that 

must be told about Detroit in order to view the city as a survivor of past collective 

trauma.  
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Collective Memory 

Since Halbwachs (1992) introduced the notion of collective memory as a point of 

departure for understanding recollections of the past, academic inquiry on the topic has 

grown tremendously along with a noticeable cultural trend in western societies favoring 

expressions of heritage and nostalgia (Zelizer, 1998; Lowenthal, 1998; Barthel, 1996).  

Collective memory theory applies to a wide variety of objects, events, and places 

dedicated to remembering the past.  According to Nora (1988), these lieux de mémoire, or 

“memory sites,” are "where [cultural] memory crystallizes and secretes itself," and can 

include everything from places like museums, cemeteries, and memorials to events such 

as commemorations and anniversaries and objects like nostalgic kitsch, mass media 

representations of the past, and other popular culture artifacts (p. 7).  

Several scholars have offered definitions of collective memory, the combination 

of which allows us to arrive at a more complete sense of its meaning.  Edy (1999) 

described collective memory as “the meaning that a community makes of its past” that “is 

home to critical aspects of political culture, community tradition, and social identity” (p. 

71).  Schwartz (1999) theorized collective memory as a “model of” and “model for” the 

present. It acts as a mirror, reflecting these present needs, fears, and aspirations as well as 

a lamp, which orients us by “revealing where we are in relation to where we have been” 

(p. 2).  Echoing this emphasis on collective memory’s present functions, Zelizer (1995) 

stated that “collective memory comprises recollections of the past that are determined and 
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shaped by the group,” and she adds to this definition by noting the inherent challenges 

for a group to come to a consensus about the past since collective memory “presumes 

activities of sharing, discussion, negotiation, and, often, contestation” (p. 214).   

Furthering our understanding of the social dimensions of collective memory, 

Zerubavel (1996) asserted, “The notion of a collective memory implies a past that is not 

only commonly shared but also jointly remembered (that is, ‘co-memorated’).  By 

helping to ensure that an entire mnemonic community will come to remember its past 

together, as a group, society affects not only what and who we remember but also when 

we remember it” (p. 294).  Thus rather than attempting to arrive at a collectively agreed 

upon “truth” about the past, memory studies focuses on the significance of what is 

remembered and forgotten in history and why.  As Zerubavel (1996) stated, “The most 

common mnemonic battles are the ones fought over the ‘correct’ way to interpret the 

past” (p. 295).  He continued to point to the related battles over determining what is 

worthy of remembrance and the tricky task of organizing an agreed upon historical 

narrative with a clear beginning.  Also important, he reminded us, is that “mnemonic 

battles usually involve not just individuals but entire communities… [and] they are 

typically fought in the public arena (in newspaper editorials, in radio talk shows)” (p. 

296).  Burke (2011) has contributed to this concept by identifying “different ‘memory 

communities’ within a given society” (p. 191).  He suggested that it “is important to ask 

the question, who wants whom to remember what, and why? Whose version of the past is 

recorded and preserved?” (p. 191).  Young (1993) also considers the power of memory 

agents to reconstruct the past in his argument for thinking of collective memory rather as 

“collected memory” (xi).  By introducing this concept, Young emphasized the 
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particularities and multidimensionality of memories for and by groups that should not be 

regarded as universal or unbiased.    

Additionally, Zelizer (1995) has outlined six dimensions to collective memory 

upon which contemporary memory studies is based.  First, collective memory is 

“processual,” or an ongoing activity through which our understanding of a person, period 

in time, place, or event is capable of changing.  Second, it is “unpredictable,” in that it is 

“not necessarily linear, logical, or rational” (p. 221).  By this statement, Zelizer has 

acknowledged that collective memory cannot be entirely controlled.  It is true that 

national identity projects like commemorations of important figures and events have 

made considerable use of collective memory; however, remembering does not always 

occur when, where, and how we think it will, which is why disjunctures exist between 

official and vernacular collective memories.  Third, Zelizer pointed out that collective 

memory is partial.  Remembering anything will always offer an account of the past that is 

limited by the nature of perspective.  Fourth, Zelizer discussed the “usability” of memory 

that is “its invocation as a tool to defend different aims and agendas” (p. 226).  Fifth, 

Zelizer pointed out, “the same memory can act as a particular representation of the past 

for certain groups while taking on a universal significance for others” (p. 230).  Lastly, 

collective memory is “material” and can be located in tangible objects or observable 

events.   

Memory studies examines the role of collective memory in media and popular 

culture and its relationship to the production, reproduction, and refashioning of national 

identities. This research has challenged the privileging of history over memory and the 

authority of historians as the sole storytellers of the past by theorizing collective memory 
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as “a kind of history-in-motion,” media narratives as “sites of ‘public history’,” and 

journalists as popular versions of public historians (Zelizer, 1995, p. 216).  As Kitch 

(1999) has pointed out, “[w]hat most people know of history is encoded in stories, which 

today are told primarily through the media…. when they are ritualized in the inclusive 

language of reminiscence, media narratives themselves become part of cultural history” 

(p. 146).  In this way, popular media like television, newspapers, magazines, and their 

primary funder, advertising, regularly contribute to our collective experiences of 

historical sociocultural transformations.  With regard to journalism in particular, Kitch 

(1999) underscored the power of narrative: “narrative linkages enable journalists not just 

to explain the logical unfolding of the past, but also to claim authority as predictors of the 

future…[t]hey characterize specific slices of the past in ways that merge the past, the 

present, and the future into a single, ongoing tale.  In doing so, they extend the cultural 

authority of mass media as the shapers and repository of public memory, a shared 

understanding of the American past that is negotiated in the public sphere and that draws 

on a common cultural framework of values” (p. 122).  As ubiquitous as it is, advertising 

is another prominent storyteller of our time, selling us stories about ourselves and our 

shared cultural values (Jhally, 2009).  Like journalism, advertising not only reflects the 

ideals, beliefs, and norms of a society, but it also helps to shape the daily maintenance 

and transformation of a culture.    

Mass media are integral to sustaining a sense of national identity.  In fact, Allan 

Megill (2011) stated, “The common feature underpinning most contemporary 

manifestations of the memory craze seems to be an insecurity about identity… We might 

postulate a rule: when identity becomes uncertain, memory rises in value” (p. 194).  
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Zelizer (1995) has similarly acknowledged the ways in which collective memory 

contributes to projects of national identity by helping “to shape belonging, exclusivity, 

social order, and community” (p. 227).  Not only does collectively remembering a 

nation’s history promote social cohesion, but collectively forgetting less favorable parts 

of the past also plays a role in projects of national identity.  Megill (2011) warned, 

“nationalists must prune [the past] for their purposes and use a very selective memory for 

the tale they wish to impart” (p. 234).  As he points out, collective memory and collective 

amnesia maintain a symbiotic relationship through which an agreed upon narrative 

emerges.  Furthermore, this work must be continuously reexamined as generations grow 

older and memories transform over time.  Megill (2011) has called the formation of 

national narratives from collective memory a “recurrent activity,” through which “each 

generation must re-fashion national institutions and stratification systems in the light of 

the myths, memories, values and symbols of the ‘past,’ which can best minister to the 

needs and aspirations of its dominant social groups and institutions… At the same time, 

this ‘nation-building’ activity operates within a definite tradition; it is not made over 

entirely anew by each generation, but inherits the mythologies and symbolisms of 

previous generations” (p. 235). 

Zelizer (1995) has stated that memory is “not only the construction of social, 

historical, and cultural circumstances but a reflection of why one construction has more 

staying power than its rivals” (p. 217).  Thus, collective memory analyses are as much 

about the motivations of memory heirs as they are about the intentions of memory agents.  

Similarly, Smith (2011) has highlighted the ways in which we “think the past,” or 

“construct or reconstruct it on the basis of certain critical procedures” to “promote some 
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presumably desirable collective identity in the present” (p. 196).  Likewise, Archibald 

(2002) looked at which narratives of the past have been adopted as public histories and 

for what purposes and consequences.  He said that an inquiry into the politics of public 

history asks us to consider who ‘the public’ is, and who is allowed to be a legitimate 

participant in public history.  Investigations into popular culture as a part of public 

history should take into account the principles of the marketplace and the demands that it 

may put on history to be entertaining, appeal to the largest audience, and present facts in 

a pleasing and tidy way.  At the same time, Glassberg (2001) pointed to historian George 

Lipsitz’s recognition that people “negotiate” versions of history presented in mass media, 

arguing that the majority of people neither blindly accept nor “actively challenge” 

popular history.   

This brief synopsis of collective memory theory explains the ways in which mass 

media, as part of the cultural production process, contribute to the production of a 

remembered past that has social, political, and economic significance.  This thesis uses 

collective memory theory as a basis for understanding how mass media represent 

Detroit’s past, present, and potential future and why these narratives of Detroit’s rise, fall, 

and hopeful recovery appear when and where they do.  

 

The Emperor Has No Clothes: The Myth of Detroit 

While the average American only became aware of the dying Detroit narrative in 

the last two decades, residents of southeastern Michigan have been aware of Detroit’s 

slow and steady decline since at least the 1970s.  As Time writer and Detroiter James 

Poniewozik (2008) put it, Detroiters born after this time share a common heritage of loss, 
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having been “raised among reminders that things used to be better, once, before [they] 

came along” (para. 1).  Urban history scholars have broken up Detroit’s narrative into 

pre- and post-World War II primarily because of the significant socio-economic growth 

and subsequent decline that occurred after the war.  The Detroit of the post-war era was 

already well into its retreat from the prominence it once enjoyed in the American 

imagination.   

Before this vernacular narrative took hold, Detroit represented a world of promise 

for Detroiters and for America.  In the days of early industrial development, Detroit 

served as a shining example of American industry, creativity, and multiculturalism.  

Holding the torch of this narrative for Detroit as the land of possibility was Henry Ford, 

inventor of the moving assembly line and the $5 per day salary, for which immigrants 

and African-Americans living in the South flocked to the burgeoning city.  Just three 

years after introducing the moving assembly line to automotive production in 1913, Ford 

was “making 50% of all American cars and 40% of cars around the world” (Kerr, 2004, 

p. 64).  Historical research on Detroit estimates that by 1925 nearly half of its residents 

were foreign born (Herron, 2004, p. 32).  By the 1940s, Detroit had officially earned its 

title as the Motor City as it was producing more than three quarters of the American 

automobile supply (Kerr, 2004).   

In the 1950s and 1960s, Detroit’s rapid expansion led to the creation of ostensibly 

advantageous developments like a complex freeway system and the growth of 

surrounding suburbs, but these trends also resulted in negative outcomes like the oft cited 

urban dilemma of “white flight,” and its impact on the city, which for Detroit meant “a 

deteriorating downtown, transportation congestion, inadequate housing, racial conflict 
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and industrial exodus” (Booza & Metzger, 2004, p. 46).  Widick (1972) has pointed 

out that even when Detroit was supposedly at the height of success as the motor capital of 

the world, the city’s bright façade was already growing warts: “By 1941 there had ben an 

immigration of over 350,000 war workers in Detroit, of whom about 50,000 were [black].  

As a consequence, the acute housing shortage became intolerable.  The black ghetto was 

a hellhole of filth, overcrowding, and misery; its inhabitants sarcastically called it 

‘Paradise Valley’” (p. 90).  

Racial tension has been at the forefront of scholarly and popular analyses of 

Detroit’s fall from grace.  Often, these accounts cite the race riots of 1967 as the 

beginning of Detroit’s end.  These riots resulted in forty-three deaths and added a sense 

of urgency to mass exodus of white Detroiters to the suburbs that had already begun 

(Kerr, 2004).  Coleman Young, Detroit’s first black mayor, is also frequently blamed for 

his lack of diplomatic leadership in the nineteen years he was in office and for keeping 

the embers of racial tension burning so prohibitively bright that the city and its suburbs 

could not end the twentieth century in unity.  Still, other scholars like Thomas Sugrue 

have been quick to point out that Coleman Young “may have aggravated the racial 

divide, but he didn’t create it” (as cited in Headlee, 2004, p. 98).  Racial tension is deeply 

embedded in Detroit’s history and identity.  Three race riots preceded the one in 1967: in 

1833, 1863, and 1943; federal forces were brought in to control each of these violent 

eruptions (Kerr, 2004).  Demarcated by the now famous Eight Mile Road, Detroit’s 

longstanding racial divide between the predominantly black inner-city and the mostly 

white suburbs has been the thorn in the city’s side for many years.   
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By the 1990s, Detroit was already being phased out of American consciousness 

as the city of opportunity it had represented to the American majority just forty years 

before.  Years of decline finally sparked national curiosity, leading national news 

personalities Diane Sawyer and Judd Rose to present a PrimeTime Live report on the 

issue.  In this early coverage of Detroit’s decline, Sawyer and Rose already warned 

Americans that Detroit’s fate lay in wait for the rest of the nation.  Commenting on this 

trend, Rose explicitly stated, “America’s cities are on a dark and dangerous road. But you 

come here and you get the feeling this, this is what the end of the road looks like” (as 

cited in Herron, 2004, p. 33).  A 2010 estimate put the number of vacant homes in Detroit 

at 80,000, or 23 percent of the 349,170 homes that had survived thirty years of 

government downsizing, which had already demolished approximately 161,000 

abandoned homes before the turn of the twenty-first century (Krohe, 2011).  In a flippant 

yet telling quip about the recent decrease in the city’s murder rate, mayoral candidate 

Stanley Christmas stated, “I don’t mean to be sarcastic, but there just isn’t anyone left to 

kill” (as cited in Altman, 2009, para. 1).  This acknowledgement of Detroit’s reputation 

as a city depleted of all its people, resources, and spirit is not uncommon.  Still, Detroit’s 

downfall continues to be newsworthy.  As one scholar put it, “it is precisely because 

Detroit was in the vanguard of America’s growing economic dominance in the first half 

of the 1900s that its subsequent headlong decline into redundancy seems so 

extraordinary” (Kerr, 2004, p. 63). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

In order to understand the ways in which national media texts have recently 

negotiated Detroit’s faltering status as an American icon, this qualitative study applied 

collective memory theory to a rhetorical analysis of four sets of mass media texts: one 

that embodies the central narrative of Detroit in ruins and three counter-narratives, or 

narratives that attempt to construct a recovered Detroit albeit for commercial purposes.  

The sample of media texts analyzed reflects not only Detroit’s symbolic relevance to 

national discourse and identity work, but also illustrates the reflexivity of meaning-

making in popular culture: each set of media texts explicitly positions itself in line with, 

or in opposition to, Detroit’s media persona as a city of ruins, a city in need of a savior.   

Representing the central narrative, the first set of texts stem from Time’s coverage 

of Detroit in the wake of the global financial crisis.  The sample consists of two photo 

essays depicting Detroit’s ruins and thirty stories that appeared in the print version of 

Time magazine between September 2008 and September 2009, the month that Time 

purchased a house in Detroit and began its extended report on the area known as 

Assignment: Detroit.  This paper divides Time’s articles into two samples for the sake of 

analytical clarity, but the newsmagazine does not differentiate between articles, 

especially those that appeared around the formation of the project, in such an obvious 

way.  For this reason, there is some thematic overlap between Time’s central and counter-

narrative samples and some evidence from these cusp articles is presented together. 

Representing three counter-narratives, the second, third, and fourth sets of texts 

include Time’s Assignment: Detroit project, Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit advertising 
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campaign, and Palladium Boots’ Detroit Lives video advertisement.  The first counter-

narrative study includes a set of thirty-four stories published between September 2009 

and November 2010 as part of Assignment: Detroit, a counter-narrative project motivated 

by a desire to combat the negative national memory of Detroit.  Appearing around the 

end of Time’s project, the second counter-narrative study includes the 2011 and 2012 

Superbowl commercials for Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit advertising campaign, 

“Born of Fire” and “Halftime in America.”  Though the campaign includes several lesser 

known commercials, this study opted to focus its analysis on the campaign’s two most 

prominent commercials due to the exceptional attention paid to their production, 

messaging and reception by a national audience.  The third counter-narrative study is 

Detroit Lives, an online video produced in 2010 by an international footwear company, 

Palladium Boots, that explores life in Detroit beyond the city in ruins narrative.      

As three examples of national media on Detroit, the case studies provide a 

glimpse into how Detroit has figured in the collective imagination of the American public 

in recent years.  This thesis chose these particular samples in order to include examples 

that represent a variety of media forms and media audiences.  One of the most renowned 

American newsmagazines, Time is an appropriate choice for representing national 

journalism on Detroit.  Likewise, Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit campaign is a suitable 

option for examining how media use Detroit’s memory for the particular national agenda 

of reviving the American automotive industry.  Finally, the example of Detroit Lives 

illustrates how Detroit’s memory is appropriated in an international context for 

commercial purposes. 
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Methodology 

 
Rhetoric is discourse that “is intended to change, and capable of changing, the 

situation for which it is designed” (Johnstone & Eisenhart, 2008, p. 6).  It is just as 

concerned with the ways in which language persuades as it is with the “power and 

choices” of the rhetor, that is the decisions made regarding discourse and why.  

Historically, rhetorical analysis has focused on the strategies of persuasion used by a 

speaker or writer to persuade an audience or reader to think or act in a specific way.  

While formerly limited to particular types of speech, today rhetorical analyses are often 

applied to a variety of discourses, not just public but also private, not just official but also 

vernacular, and not just oratory but also written and audiovisual media (Johnstone & 

Eisenhart, 2008, p. 4). Many analyses have focused on the everyday communication of 

popular culture and mass media.  Medhurst and Benson (1984) have defined “the central 

focus of rhetorical studies” that involve mass media as “[t]he study of how people choose 

what to say in a given situation, how to arrange or order their thoughts, select the 

specific terminology to employ, and decide precisely how they are going to deliver their 

message” (p. vii).  Berger (2000) pointed out that studies such as these focus on 

“persuasion in a broader sense—that is, on how creators of texts achieve their ends.  That 

involves things such as how advertising agencies ‘convince’ us to buy the products and 

try the services they advertise, how novelists ‘move’ us, and how filmmakers and 

playwrights create characters with whom we can empathize” (p. 54).   

In their introduction to rhetorical studies informed by discourse analysis, 

Johnstone and Eisenhart (2008) present a heuristic technique that they call “a 

particularistic, interpretive, but systematic approach to unpacking why a given text is the 
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way it is,” which is particularly useful for understanding how rhetorical analysis is 

used in this thesis (p. 10).  The heuristic is as follows: 

n Discourse is shaped by the world, and discourse shapes the world.   

n Discourse is shaped by language, and discourse shapes language.   

n Discourse is shaped by participants, and discourse shapes participants. 

n Discourse is shaped by prior discourse, and discourse shapes the possibilities 

for discourse.   

n Discourse is shaped by its medium, and discourse shapes the possibilities of 

its medium.   

n Discourse is shaped by purpose, and discourse shapes possible purposes  

(p. 11).  

The dimensions of rhetorical discourse identified by this analytical heuristic are critical to 

understanding how meanings derived from mass media texts are not static, one-

dimensional, or unidirectional.  In other words, rhetoric by way of mass media like the 

texts examined in this thesis must be viewed as a product and participant of the meaning-

making process embedded in commercial popular culture.  This study intervenes in this 

process by highlighting the ways in which mass media discourses of Detroit shape and 

are shaped by these various agents—hegemonic worldviews, the structural limits of 

language and media form, customary rhetorical practices, and the participants in cultural 

production and their agendas.   

Data Collection and Analysis 

Data collection occurred over two periods: the first in November 2011 and the 

second in March 2012. The first collection period involved the gathering of an initial set 
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of texts from the official website for Time magazine, which included the two photo 

essays (Detroit’s Beautiful, Horrible Decline and The Remains of Detroit) and twenty 

articles listed in the Time.com digital archives as “long” (in terms of word count and 

article length) that were published in the print magazine between September 2009 and 

November 2010.  “Born of Fire,” Chrysler’s Superbowl commercial that introduced its 

Imported from Detroit campaign, was also a part of this data collection period.   

In the second data collection period, I gathered and analyzed the remaining forty-

four Time articles that appeared in print between September 2008 and November 2010.  

Like the other Time articles, these articles were located through the digital archive 

available on the official Time magazine website.  They represented “short” and 

“medium” articles that contained the term “Detroit” or a Detroit metropolitan city in the 

title.  Articles that appeared in error or those that simply used Detroit in the title for 

irrelevant purposes were omitted from the sample.  For instance, an attempted terrorist 

attack occurred on a Detroit-bound flight in December 2009, which prompted several 

stories concerning the Detroit airport and the terrorists’ Detroit connections.  Only the 

articles that were overtly commenting on the city as a relevant plot point were considered 

in this analysis.  Additionally, the second Superbowl commercial Chrysler produced for 

its Imported from Detroit advertising campaign, “Halftime in America,” and Palladium 

Boots’ Detroit Lives video advertisement were included in this data collection period.  

All of the television advertisements for Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit advertising 

campaign and Palladium Boots’ Detroit Lives can be accessed through both companies’ 

official websites.  
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Analysis of the data occurred in several stages.  First, all content considered for 

rhetorical analysis was converted into text if it was not already in this format.  Second, 

the texts were read several times and marked for key terms and phrases that identified 

Detroit in a crisis or in recovery such as Detroit is the city of fill in the blank, Detroit’s 

history as fill in the blank, America’s fill in the black, and so on.  The texts were 

examined for shifts in narrative, locating where these emerged in the contexts of the 

projects and how they were framed.  After identifying these moments of analytical 

importance, they were recorded in new documents that presented the relevant information 

from each article (title, date, author, and highlighted content) in a condensed format for 

better identification of rhetorical strategies, patterns and transformations in narrative, and 

key themes.  These documents were analyzed most closely, while the original documents 

continued to be used for reference.  The analyses of Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit 

advertising campaign and Palladium Boots’ Detroit Lives video advertisement were 

comparable to the aforementioned process but required an initial step of transcription and 

description of visual elements in addition to the speech recorded.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DETROIT IN RUINS AND NOSTALGIA FOR THE EMPIRE 

 

Gazing at Monuments of Yesterday: Detroit as a Spectacle of Ruin 

 By the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century, the narrative of Detroit, 

the city of American dreams, as a city of ruins had taken up a permanent residence in 

national media discourse, and the process of collective mourning and mythologizing the 

city was well underway.  As 2008 came to a close, the top five U.S. newspapers by 

circulation had collectively printed 190 stories on Detroit’s trifecta of failures: its auto 

companies had plummeted; its mayor revealed himself to be not only a philanderer but 

also a felon; and even its football team had let it down by making NFL history with a 

record losing season.  So began the social process of collectively and publicly renouncing 

the promise that Detroit once represented.  By the next year, the American public had 

become so accustomed to headlines like, “Welfare for Detroit,” “Saving Detroit from 

itself,” “Dead end in Detroit,” and “Just say no to Detroit” that Time magazine said the 

nation was “suffering Detroit fatigue” from an inundation of such news reports 

(LexisNexis).  

In her study of atrocity photos, Barbie Zelizer (1998) has discussed the similar 

concept of “moral habituation,” or “compassion fatigue,” in which the over-stimulation 

of viewing atrocity photos leads to a feeling of indifference and helplessness (p. 218).  In 

other words, the relatively recent rise in “bearing witness” to atrocity has led to a 

simultaneous impulse to collectively forget what we have seen.  Zelizer pointed out that 

the accelerated representation of atrocity by photojournalists threatens our ability to 
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understand the particularities of atrocities, leading to a distortion or erasure of 

meaning.  Thus, Zelizer refuted former conceptualizations about the relationship between 

media coverage of atrocity and public awareness, responsibility, and action.  While it has 

been said that media coverage of atrocity would increase awareness of and action to 

prevent future atrocities, Zelizer demonstrated how it has actually led to a turning of the 

cheek, a discernable distaste for being confronted with graphic representations of current 

atrocity and an inability to act on what we see.   

Zelizer’s analysis of atrocity captures the essence of ruin photos.  Her thesis stems 

from her research on the documentation of atrocities like the Holocaust, which makes this 

application of her work a delicate task.  In no way do photos of Detroit’s ruins mirror the 

meanings derived from witnessing unfathomable tragedies like the genocides Zelizer 

discusses.  However, this thesis gestures toward Zelizer’s concepts of compassion fatigue 

and moral habituation to describe the peculiar reaction of more leading to less—that is 

more representation leading to less clarity, less compassion, less engagement with the 

reality of what is being documented.  As it is deployed in this thesis, Zelizer’s concern 

about the function of “bearing witness” to atrocities in today’s information-inundated age 

parallels Baudrillard’s thesis (1994) that the explosion of information has lead to an 

implosion of meaning, which divorces signs we encounter from the knowledge about 

reality that we seek.  In other words, we are proceeding into a world of increased 

simulation—what Baudrillard called hyperreality—where the recycling of signs 

encourages ambiguity of meaning and ambivalence of publics.  Both theorists have 

argued that the proliferation of mediated images has led to a flattening effect in the 

representations of, for instance, atrocity or its ruins.  They have similarly recognized the 
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ways in which this trend toward a world of simulacra of suffering has instilled a sense 

of apathy in viewers or readers, and they both warn of the potential to become so 

habituated to such images that they come to resemble allegories rather than a reality to be 

confronted. 

There is much to say in terms of the differences between the documentation of 

atrocities and ruins, but Zelizer’s work essentially shows us how representations of the 

Holocaust have served as prototypes for understanding the look and mediated experience 

of this shameful moment in world history and other genocidal moments that have and 

will presumably continue to occur, which suppresses their particular and multiple 

meanings.  Ruin photos seem to perform a similar function in their allegorical depiction 

of urban deterioration.  While not focused on the most extreme cases of human suffering, 

these photos obscure the everyday human suffering of impoverished communities in 

Detroit by fetishizing the emptiness of its postindustrial landscape.  Detroit’s status as a 

prototypical postindustrial ruin and the proliferation of “ruin porn” have contributed to a 

sense of compassion fatigue and moral habituation because they popularize the myth of 

Detroit as a fallen Western empire whose fate is inevitable and therefore not in need of 

urgent attention.  

In the winter of 2008, Time published two photo essays whose titles alone, 

“Detroit’s Beautiful, Horrible Decline” and “The Remains of Detroit,” give the reader a 

sense of Detroit as beyond repair (Marchand & Meffre, February 2009; Hemmerle, 

2008).  Visions of deconstructed beauty, the photographs cultivate a ruin aesthetic for 

Detroit, defining it by its ravaged landmarks—the abandoned yet majestic Michigan 

Central Station; schools, grand hotels, and homes, some built by famed architect Albert 
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Kahn, in post-apocalyptic disarray; dusty Spanish gothic-style theaters; and vestiges of 

The Motor City: imposing yet inoperable factories (See Appendices A and B for full 

pictorials).  Such photos are frequently used to illustrate the “nightmare” that is Detroit 

today. 

These pictorials petition the viewer to think of urban ruin as an aesthetic worth 

valuing or at least contemplating.  Like the atrocity photo, urban ruin photography 

depicts objects in states of despair or disarray that are to be recognized as symbolizing a 

loss of some kind.  Zelizer (1998) has said that the atrocity photo performs a symbolic 

function as a “memory cue rather than a tool of information relay” (p. 197).  In other 

words, the literal content of the photo has become less important than the act of bearing 

witness to what the photo symbolically conveys.  Theorizing the ontological status of 

vacant urban spaces, Steinmetz (2009) has called them “negative ruins,” which Smithson 

said represent “the memory-traces of an abandoned set of futures” and invite viewers to 

“imaginatively reconstruct the missing parts” (as cited in Steinmetz, 2009, p. 315).  This 

is the primary preoccupation of photojournalists when they assume positions as memory 

agents.  Often interchangeable and criticized for heavy-handed distortions, photos of 

Detroit’s ruins tell a story of yesterday, not today—and a particular kind of story at that.  

This process invariably invokes feelings of nostalgia, or an “attraction to—a 

homesickness for—a real or imagined past” (Smith, 2011, p. 195).  Like their coverage of 

many other cities facing postindustrial identity crises, photojournalists encouraged 

nostalgia for the city as a symbol of what America has lost—its glory days, the golden 

era.  Furthermore, these spaces are almost always described in terms of their former 

functions and if they have been re-appropriated for originally unintended uses, this 
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transformation is seen as a demotion and an indication of Detroit’s obvious peril.  

Thus, Time’s photo essays not only reconstruct a narrative for Detroit through the 

documentation of these landscapes, but they also facilitate the process of mourning and 

mythologizing Detroit as a city belonging to yesterday by demarcating these spaces as 

ruins.  In this way, ruin photos of Detroit facilitate the city’s retreat from the present by 

eclipsing the reality of Detroit with images of ruins that safely embed it in the narrative of 

America’s past.   

Additionally, Detroit is just one city to have captured the attention of 

photographers interested in documenting the remains of America’s late great industrial 

towns.  Though its landmarks distinguish it from the others, the urban ruin aesthetic is 

established enough to argue that the multitude of meanings that could be derived from 

photos of Detroit’s abandonment and blight are lost in a sea of post-industrial ruin.  Not 

only do comparisons to other decaying cities belie the complexities of Detroit’s history 

and ignore the particularities of its present and potential future, but the transformation of 

ruin into an aesthetic flattens the meanings inherent in these photographs.  In effect, ruin 

photos habituate audiences to the loss of an era, inspiring a peculiar sense of awe but also 

apathy to the reality of Detroit’s situation today.  As photographs of ruins, they 

purposefully turn the camera away from the life in Detroit, perpetuating a story that 

Detroit has met the same fate as countless other formerly robust industrial cities.   

Moreover, these depictions suggest that Detroit has endured a sort of catastrophe 

for which it was wholly unprepared.  Photographs like figures 1 – 4 accentuate the notion 

that a natural disaster has struck Detroit by portraying spaces with the accoutrements of 
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their former functions: schools contain overturned desks and chairs; a dental office 

equipment grows dusty; and a hotel’s furnishings develop mold.     

Figure 1. David Broderick Tower   Figure 2. Lee Plaza Hotel Room 

 

Figure 3. St. Margaret Mary School   Figure 4. Wilbur Wright School 

 
These scenes suggest that Detroit’s downfall was not only unexpected but also so 

swift that its victims had to make a messy escape.  Documenting Detroit’s failures in this 

way strips the actors in Detroit’s story of agency for better or for worse.  Instead of 

pointing to particular people or events as villains or victims, the photos frame Detroit’s 

ruins as arriving without reason or notice.  Thus, ruin photos of Detroit flatten Detroit’s 
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story even further by failing to capture these intricacies and allowing a myth to grow 

over the reality of Detroit’s untimely demise.    

Not only does the act of documenting the ruin perform a memory function, but the 

ruin is also rife with meaning for our collective relation to the past.  Journalists have 

described this aesthetic as “ruin porn,” but ruin scholars have highlighted the notion that 

ruin gazing has a long history that dates back to the eighteenth century excavation of 

Pompeii and the extravagant Roman ruins that were unearthed there (Hell & Schonle, 

2009).  Ruin gazing is very much related to collective memory and public history as it 

“always involves reflections about history: about the nature of the event, the meaning of 

the past for the present, the nature of history itself as an eternal cycle, progress, 

apocalypse, or murderous dialectic process” (Hell & Schonle, 2009, p. 1).  In other 

words, gazing at ruins inherently provokes a realization of time passing because it is 

paradoxically seen as encompassing both the past and the present whilst making the 

distinctions between these time periods more pronounced.  For this reason, ruin scholar 

Kerstin Barndt (2009) has noted that ruins “invite us to contemplate a layered 

temporality” (p. 270).  

Additionally, ruin scholars Hell and Schonle (2009) have theorized that the 

meaning of the ruin is inherently a product of the standpoint of the gazer.  They 

emphasized “the semantic instability of the ruin” as necessitating “intensive 

compensatory discursive activity.  In its ambivalence and amorphousness, the ruin 

functions as a uniquely flexible and productive trope for modernity’s self-awareness” (p. 

6).  Often, what differentiates ruin from rubble hinges on the ruin’s relation to social 

time, serving as “a well-framed window into the past” (Puff, 2009, p. 254).  Akin to this 
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discussion, Barry Schwartz (1988) has described the significance of the “ritual gaze,” 

through which we experience a “communion with the past” (p. 16).  In his study of ruin 

gazing in Detroit, George Steinmetz (2009) delineated a racial topography for nostalgia 

that relates to what he says is the profound sense of loss felt by a formerly dominant 

group of white Detroiters in or around a city that is now predominantly black.  He has 

noted that the racialized nostalgia evoked by Detroit’s ruins represents “a basic 

disagreement about the ontological status of these remainders” in that white groups are 

“unusually interested in the material debris left behind by the sociopolitical formation 

they dominated” (p. 300).  Here, Steinmetz has underscored the currents of racial tension 

in which Detroit is currently floating and its impact on the creation and reception of 

collective memory projects like the ones discussed in this paper.  Collective nostalgia for 

Detroit’s past presumes that Detroiters are remembering the same past, which, as 

Steinmetz points out, is usually not the case.   

In order to address this problematic task of signification, Sturken (1991) has 

compared memory to a screen—simultaneously concealing and revealing—and has 

applied Freud’s psychoanalytic concept of screen memory to collective memory, which 

treats the collective like a unit that approaches the memory work that healing and 

grieving entails with similar motives for protecting the unit from painful reflections and 

for moving forward.  As a result, certain memories are embraced at the expense of the 

less desirable memories that are hidden from view or eradicated entirely.  Hence, screen 

memory tells a particular story, which serves as the “narrative framework” (p. 128).  

Thus, nostalgia for Detroit—as a local and national or even international 

activity—functions like a memory screen on these different levels and for these different 
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publics.  At the local level, nostalgia for Detroit has revealed and concealed the social, 

cultural, and political histories that have kept Detroit frozen in time, as one Time author 

mentioned “the headlines from the 1970s read like the headlines of 2008” (Poniewozik, 

2009, para. 1).  As one journalist put it:  

People will say, ‘Oh it's not like it was,’ they'll say they can't bear what happened 

to Detroit, but they're simply blind to the possibilities of the present. Nostalgia for 

an old bygone Detroit is fine, but it's not relevant to what is happening on 

Michigan Avenue, on Woodward Avenue, and in Eastern Market right now. It's 

great that you still know the Faygo song, but do you know about the College of 

Creative Studies' massively incredible new Taubman Center?” (Barlow, 2011, 

para. 2). 

In other words, nostalgia has had a repressive effect on Detroit’s attempts to 

reinvent itself, keeping suburbanites (at least the older ones) locked in Detroit’s past and 

away from the city next door.   

On a national and sometimes international level, Detroit’s ruins evoke nostalgia 

for another America and another time, where and when the common man was king.  In 

statements that refer to Detroit’s current unemployment, foreclosure numbers, and crime 

statistics, there lie Detroit’s ruins—the thought of what it once was, what has been lost, 

what is no longer there.  Treating Detroit like a ruin spectacle, a window into the past, 

allows us to envision America without Detroit (figuratively speaking), and in this way it 

functions like a screen: simultaneously revealing to, and concealing from, us its reality.  

Bringing Detroit ruin gazing to these publics, photojournalists are self-described 

memory agents, asking their audiences to consider Detroit a spectacle of ruin, which also 
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makes it a spectacle of historical progress—we have moved past industrialism and onto 

new horizons.  In its consumption of Detroit’s ruins, the national public can 

simultaneously express nostalgia for Detroit’s (i.e. the nation’s) past whilst extricating 

itself from what this passing of time has meant for Detroit, the country and its position as 

a world superpower.   

 

A Eulogy for Detroit 

The stories that accompany Time’s 2008 photo essays similarly suggest that 

Detroit is in a state of emergency, a conclusion primarily drawn from what was seen as 

irreparable damage caused by the auto industry’s failures.  In its coverage of Detroit prior 

to beginning its special project, Assignment: Detroit, Time devotes thirty articles to the 

project of charting Detroit’s course into oblivion.  Table 1 lists the titles, dates, and 

authors of the articles examined in this section (see Appendix C for the full list of Time 

articles). 

Table 1. Time’s articles about Detroit after Sept. 2008 and prior to Assignment: Detroit 
Date Title Author 

9/9/08 Carmakers push congress for loans Joseph R. Szczesny 
10/24/08 Detroit's big three near the brink Joseph R. Szczesny 
10/28/08 Kwame Kilpatrick M.J. Stephey 
11/17/08 Canada faces its own auto industry pains Erik Heinrich 
12/2/08 Detroit bailout fueling trade tensions with Europe Jeff Israely 
12/4/08 Is this Detroit's last winter? Bill Saporito 
12/4/08 In Michigan, still waiting for the Renaissance James Poniewozik 
12/5/08 Why Detroit's woes are bad for Toyota Coco Masters 
12/10/08 How struggling cities can reinvent themselves Adam Smith 
12/11/08 The auto industry's forgotten legacy: Diversity Susan Kim 
12/15/08 Ford family values: Why the automaker wants to go it 

alone 
Joseph R. Szczesny 

12/19/08 The reaction in Detroit: A sigh of relief Joseph R. Szczesny 
12/19/08 Bush's rescue plan for Detroit: Passing the buck Massimo Calabresi 
12/26/08 What Uncle Sam gave Detroit for Christmas Joseph R. Szczesny 
1/14/09 The auto bailout keeps growing, and growing Joseph R. Szczesny 
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Table 1, continued 

 

 

2/2/09 2009 car sales: Detroit ca't cut costs enough 24/7 Wall St. 
2/10/09 When does Detroit run out of people to cut? 24/7 Wall St. 
2/23/09 Will Detroit need more bailout money? 24/7 Wall St. 
3/1/09 The UAW fights its image as the villain of Detroit Bill Saporito 
3/8/09 California and Detroit go to war over gas mileage Joseph R. Szczesny 
3/21/09 Detroit tries muscle: The return of the Camaro Joseph R. Szczesny 
3/26/09 Detroit tries to get on a road to renewal Alex Altman 
3/31/09 Obama's auto odd couple tries to save Detroit Massimo Calabresi 
4/2/09 Can Detroit be retooled--before it's too late? Bill Saporito 
4/9/09 GM potential bankruptcy: Shopping for a venue Barbara Kiviat 
4/30/09 Postcard from Detroit Amy Sullivan 
5/11/09 Basketball legend Chuck Daly (1930-2009) Sean Gregory 
5/31/09 Why Detroit retirees have health-care anxiety Joseph R. Szczesny 
6/2/09 Willow Run: An obituary for GM's most famous plant Michael Elliott 
6/5/09 A surprising look at who spends and who saves Barbara Kiviat 

 

These articles offer a dismal diagnosis for the city and its main industry, 

automotive manufacturing, by frequently making reference to Detroit’s status as a city of 

a better past.  Articles refer to Detroit as “a once major part of the American economy,” 

the “home of the bankrupt auto industry,” and “an icon of the failed American city” 

(Calabresi, 2008, para. 8; Kiviat, 2009a, para. 3; Altman, 2009, para. 1).  Others echo this 

prognosis with one dubbing Detroit “the nexus of the Rust Belt’s decay” (Altman, 2009, 

para. 3) and another labeling it “the epitome of the Rust Belt basket case” (Elliott, 2009, 

para. 4).  The declining U.S. auto industry is regarded as “two giant, collapsing pillars of 

American industry” (Calabresi, 2008, para. 8).  In these articles, Time also digs a grave 

for Detroit, pronouncing it “deader than a Studebaker” and “beyond rescue” (Saporito, 

2008, para. 10).   

Time confidently supports its predictions by including statements from notable 

stakeholders in the auto industry like Tatsuo Yoshida, executive director and senior 

analyst at UBS Securities Japan, who likens what Detroit is dealing with to a “30-foot 
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tsunami that not even Toyota can cope with” (Masters, 2008, para. 3).  Other experts 

such as Willem Buiter, a political economy professor at the London School of Economics 

compare providing federal aid to the Detroit auto industry to “extend[ing] the life of 

dinosaurs at public expense” and “[jump[ing] off the cliff” (Israely, 2008, para. 7).  In an 

article titled, “An Obituary for GM’s Most Famous Plant,” Time explicitly frames the 

closing of Willow Run, a manufacturing plant located outside of Detroit, as “a sign of 

how far the auto giant has fallen” (Elliott, 2009, para. 1).  Not only is the plant described 

as “a legend,” elevating its status to mythological proportions, but its present condition is 

also reason enough for Time to finally proclaim the city of Detroit dead (Elliott, 2009, 

para 1):  

[T]he real point about Detroit is not that it fell so far, but that it once rose so high. 

Its economic success during World War II and the immediate aftermath was a 

freak of geopolitics… three generations of Americans were seduced into 

assuming that the prosperity of Detroit’s golden age was normal and how 

America should be. It was nothing of the sort. It was an accident of world war, 

and the sooner we recognize its transitory, contingent nature, the shorter will be 

our mourning for its passing. (Elliot, 2009, para. 5) 

This article presents a unique analysis of Detroit’s trajectory albeit contained in a 

hard pill to swallow.  Couched between coverage and among language that glorifies 

Detroit’s past, the article’s point that Americans need to abandon the legend of Detroit to 

move forward is lost in contradictory terms.  This ambivalence toward Detroit’s 

mythological status makes more sense when the content of its articles is taken into 

account.  Far from declaring Detroit irrelevant to modern day America, the majority of 
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Time’s coverage of the auto industry bailouts reinscribes the city with historical 

significance that has contemporary ramifications.   

For this reason among others, the remainder of Time’s coverage in 2009 prior to 

its launching of Assignment: Detroit in late September constructs a narrative for what one 

article dubs “the tortured Detroit bailout saga,” in which this nearly extinct behemoth has 

faced the wrath of a formidable force and the nation must now decide whether it is worth 

saving or abandoning altogether (Szczesny, 2008c, para. 9).  Invoking religious analogies 

like the nation being “angry at its car gods” and “defined by car worship,” these articles 

emphasize Detroit’s mythological status as the hero of another era, removing it from the 

realm of the present and encouraging nostalgia for a glory that has long since been lost 

(Saporito, 2008, para. 3).  This allegory of Detroit as the birthplace of the “car gods” and 

the mecca of “car worship” weaves its way through several of the Time texts, but is most 

prominent in the ones that comprise the pre-Assignment: Detroit coverage.   

According to Time, the “familiar tale” begins as “a great story, and… a true one” 

with a friendly giant who “gave countless immigrant families a sweet taste of the 

American dream” (Smith, 2008, para. 2; Kim, 2008, para. 1, 3).  The benevolent city 

provided a “safe haven” to “refugees” who “fled here for political reasons or to escape 

homeland wars” (Kim, 2008, para. 3).  “Back then,” Time quotes a 95-year-old Ford 

retiree as saying, “companies really took care of their employees… I’m not sure what I 

would have become if I didn’t get a job at Ford” (Kim, 2008, para. 5).  This veteran of 

the industry remembers the now “troubled corporate giants” as saviors to the city’s, and 

the country’s, most vulnerable residents: immigrants and African-Americans fleeing the 

persecution of the South (Kim, 2008, para. 1).  He wistfully reminisces about Henry Ford 
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as “a paternalistic man” (Kim, 2008, para. 1).  In case readers had forgotten, Time 

reminds them that Detroit’s greatness was well documented in its heyday with one article 

quoting a Detroit Free Press editor in the 1940s as calling the city “Detroit the Dynamic, 

Detroit the Wonder City” (Elliott, 2009, para. 3).   

Constructing a break in this narrative, Time contrasts the Detroit of a bygone era 

to the Detroit that Americans must consider saving today.  Kitch (1999) has argued that 

“divisions” from a period of time “allow us to tell stories about that era” (p. 124).  

Interestingly, Time’s pre-Assignment: Detroit coverage specifically focuses on the 

discouraging future of the auto industry (whereas Assignment: Detroit looks at other 

aspects of the city’s downfall including inadequate public services, poor education, and 

escalating crime), but the city’s fate is always already wrapped up in this narrative.  The 

terms, “Detroit,” “struggling automakers,” “once mighty Big Three,” “auto industry” and 

“the firms” are used interchangeably, fusing the city to a sinking ship, so to speak, and 

transferring contention about the mismanagement and faulty business practices of 

corporate entities onto the city as a whole.   

The nation has also been told to sympathize with Detroiters who are “hard 

working American workers” (Kim, 2008, para. 7).  In order to reconcile these competing 

sentiments, the magazine frames the auto industry as a villain it must help to prevent the 

unfortunate fallout that would affect the common man.  Thus, the magazine initially 

constructs an ostensibly anti-Establishment tale with undercurrents of class tension in 

which the country is in “a land war… with the American car industry” as a “life and 

death debate wage[s] in Washington” (24/7 Wall St., 2009c, para. 4; Szczesny, 2008d, 

para. 1).  The magazine extends this war metaphor to personify the auto industry as a 
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player in this epic battle:  “Any GM/Chrysler merger would very likely involve what 

amounts to battlefield surgery, requiring the traumatic amputation of several factories, 

hundreds of dealerships across the country and thousands of blue and white collar jobs” 

(Szczesny, 2008b, para. 4).  To prevent such an amputation, Time states, the country must 

“resuscitate the moribund automakers” (Calabresi, 2009, para. 3).   

In later Time coverage, characterizations of the auto industry and its workers 

oscillate in ways that inspire a combination of pity, anger, and remorse. Working within 

the parameters of Detroit’s mythological status, the now defunct Detroit is not villainized 

outright.  Instead, it is depicted as the popular kid from high school, spoiled by years of 

attention, who shows up to the twentieth reunion without having achieved anything in 

this time and expecting the same admiration.  Sometimes also viewed as an ignorant 

curmudgeon, the auto industry’s failure to foresee its own fate is described as 

symptomatic of its privileged existence as an industry that was left to its own devices.   

Examining this narrative through the lens of collective memory and ruin studies 

reveals the ways in which it contributes to the construction of Detroit as a postindustrial 

allegory, marking what Barndt (2009) has identified in her study of German 

postindustrial ruins as “a very specific decline...the decline of Fordism as an economic 

and sociopolitical regime” (p. 272).  Such coverage not only highlights Detroit’s demise 

and the ways in which it signals the end of an era, but it also reifies the mythology of 

Detroit, documenting its rise and fall as an historical fact from which we can presumably 

glean knowledge about the past, ourselves, and lessons for the future.  According to the 

counter-narratives described in the following chapter, a major issue facing Detroit, and 
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the nation, is harnessing the collective nostalgic energy evoked by Detroit in order to 

mourn these losses, heal, and move forward into the uncertainty of the future. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COUNTER-NARRATIVES: RECLAIMING DETROIT 

 

Despite—or perhaps due to—the ubiquity of Detroit’s narrative as a ruined city, 

counter-narratives have cropped up in varying manifestations.  Some more unexpected 

than others, these accounts of Detroit challenge the notion that the city is in fact dead or 

unrecoverable.  In her discussion of the 2004 presidential campaign, Robinson (2006) 

invoked the notion of “mnemonic battles,” which she said occurred when an inordinate 

amount of time was spent debating events that transpired more than thirty years before: 

the candidates’ experiences in the Vietnam War.  Robinson has argued that these debates 

were in fact a way for the nation to grapple with the “future remembrance over an event 

not yet complete,” which was the ongoing war in Iraq (p. 732).   

Meanwhile, Sturken (1991) has theorized “contested form[s] of remembrance” as 

moments that illuminate the work of constructing an acceptable and agreed upon 

narrative from collected and conflicting memories (p. 118).  She has pointed out that 

Vietnam veterans who are not overtly represented by the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 

still engage with it in ways that haven’t been dictated to them in order to find closure in 

their own lives.  In this way, she highlighted the simultaneous existence of memories 

connecting us to overlapping and sometimes conflicting collectives.  Sturken engages 

with questions regarding memorials, which differ from journalism in many ways but 

most notably as memory sites with physical locality, deep associations with mourning, 

and prominent political significance.  Thus, her work is only tangentially relevant to a 

discussion of journalism and advertising on Detroit’s recovery, but it is still important to 
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consider her argument about the effort to reign in collective memory and the inherent 

complications involved in this task through the construction of official and material 

memory sites (places, objects, texts, concepts, or practices that evoke remembrance of a 

past).    

Similar mnemonic battles are currently erupting over Detroit in ways that 

highlight the role of mass media as storytellers of the past and forecasters for the future; 

the use of rhetorical strategies to shape collective memory of Detroit’s past and the future 

remembrance of what Detroit means for America today; and the ways in which collective 

memory of Detroit is partial and dependent on an equally strong force: collective 

amnesia.  This study closely examines this phenomenon by comparing and contrasting 

three counter-narrative projects.  Time’s yearlong project, Assignment: Detroit, aims to 

humanize the national Detroit narrative by telling its story as an insider, albeit only 

temporarily and with the explicitly stated goal of making America care-- or at least be 

informed about—Detroit’s problems.  In a thinly veiled response to such coverage, 

Chrysler appropriates the voice of Detroiters in the first installment of its advertising 

campaign Imported from Detroit, “Born of Fire,” which explicitly criticizes “the paper” 

for treating Detroit as a ruin spectacle.  Imported from Detroit’s second installment, 

“Halftime in America,” presents Detroit’s condition as indicative of what is to come for 

the rest of the nation.  Finally, Palladium Boots’ online video advertisement, Detroit 

Lives, takes a more optimistic tone, arguing that journalists have overlooked the city’s 

best assets—artists and entrepreneurs whose determination and imagination make it 

possible to envision a future for Detroit apart from its history as the Motor City. 
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  The following cases represent the contested terrain of deciphering what 

Detroit’s ruins today will mean for us, as a nation, tomorrow.  Each text provides a 

glimpse into Detroit using its own counter-narrative lenses employed for its own 

commercial, sociocultural, and political purposes.  These media narratives play an 

integral role in reinforcing and reorienting the allegory of Detroit in the collective 

American imagination. In her discussion of summary journalism, Kitch (1999) has 

mentioned that such media “reinforce values, reiterating ‘truths’ already embedded in the 

national mythology: that democracy will triumph, that individual courage and hard work 

will pay off, that evil people will be punished, that human progress occurs through 

technology” (p. 146).  While the counter-narratives presented here contest the dominant 

national narrative of Detroit as a defeated city, they still abide by certain “truths” like 

those Kitch mentioned about the city and by extension, the country.  As a result, the 

counter-narratives co-opt vernacular and at times conflicting myths of Detroit as the 

underdog, as the common man, and as the fearless leader in order to project these 

identities onto the American public and to predict America’s future in the global political 

economy. 

 

Divide and Conquer: Time’s Assignment: Detroit Project 

Assignment: Detroit explicitly began as a national memory project in that Time 

encouraged its readers to consider Detroit’s history as a backbone of the American 

economy, identify with the plight of Detroiters, and invest in the city’s recovery.  Table 2 

lists the dates, titles, and authors for the Assignment: Detroit articles examined in this 

section.   
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Table 2. Time’s Assignment: Detroit articles (published from Sept. 2009 to Nov. 2010) 

9/24/09 For Iraqi refugees, a city of hope Bobby Ghosh 
9/24/09 Detroit: The death--and possible life--of a great city Daniel Okrent 
9/24/09 Assignment Detroit: Why Time Inc. is in Motown John Huey 
9/26/09 Mayor Dave Bing: Can he stop the slide in Detroit Steven Gray 
9/28/09 A long-awaited redemption for the Detroit Lions Steven Gray 
10/13/09 Luring buyers on Detroit's "Loney Homes" tour Steven Gray 
10/30/09 Can Detroit prevent a return of "Devil's Night"? Steven Gray 
11/2/09 Can Detroit's first openly gay pol save the city? Steven Gray 
11/9/09 Jesuit message drives Detroit's last Catholic school Amy Sullivan 
11/17/09 In Detroit, Kwame Kilpatrick's (money) troubles continue Steven Gray 
11/30/09 Dearborn's Muslims fear a Fort Hood backlash Bobby Ghosh 
1/25/10 Can Robert Bobb fix Detroit's public schools? Steven Gray 
2/1/10 Why was a controversial Imam shot 20 times Steven Gray 
2/23/10 UAW anger at contract concessions on the rise Joseph R. Szczesny 
3/8/10 A struggling Detroit art museum tries to reach out Steven Gray 
3/17/10 Postcard: How philanthropy is remaking Detroit David Whitford 
5/18/10 A 7-year-old's killing: Detroit's latest outrage Steven Gray 
6/4/10 Introduction Steven Gray 
6/4/10 Need to know Steven Gray 
6/4/10 The Kwame Sutra Steven Gray 
6/28/10 Learning how to grow medical marijuana Steven Gray 
7/5/10 Why Motown wants to save its symphonic soul Daniel Okrent 
7/12/10 What lies beneath Steven Gray 
7/31/10 Obama in Detroit: honing his economic message Michael Scherer 
8/2/10 Detroit's hair wars: Part art, part trade, all attitude Madison Gray 
8/4/10 Letter from Detroit: Where's the urban president? Steven Gray 
8/28/10 Detroit 1-8-7: TV looks at a trouble city James Poniewozik 
9/10/10 Real moms of Grosse Pointe Lynette Clemetson 
9/16/10 On the road: Underwater in Detroit Joe Klein 
11/11/10 The future of Detroit: How to shrink a city Daniel Okrent; 

Steven Gray 11/11/10 What we learned in Detroit John Huey 
11/11/10 Detroit's future: What would you do? No author given 
11/13/10 Arab-Americans: Detroit's unlikely saviors Bobby Ghosh 
11/22/10 A green vision Dan Fastenberg 

 

While initial articles still allegorize Detroit’s troubles as a “tragedy” and take pity 

on this “post-apocalyptic nightmare” of a city that looks as if “a neutron bomb had been 

detonated,” its subsequent coverage takes on a different tone—one of hope, cautious 

optimism, and only mild doses of fear (Okrent, 2009, para. 9).  Seeing Detroit as an 
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emblem for the American Dream gone wrong, Time made a concerted effort through 

its Assignment: Detroit project to not only cover the city’s demise but to take part in its 

potential resurrection by purchasing a house in the city itself and remaining there for a 

year-long project that began in the fall of 2009 with the cover story, “The death—and 

possible life—of a great city,” written by Detroit native, Daniel Okrent.  In the article, 

Okrent (2009) stresses the importance of understanding the “fate of Detroit” as 

symptomatic of “the character of America in the 21st century,” marking Detroit as a 

memory frame for the nation as a whole (para. 5).  He explicitly asks, “If what was once 

the most prosperous manufacturing city in the nation has been brought to its knees, what 

does that say about our recent past? And if it can’t find a way to get up, what does that 

say about our future?” (para. 5). 

Kitch (1999) has said, “By revisiting specific events over time and placing them 

within a larger American drama… magazines contribute to collective memory and the 

collective American identity” (p. 145-6).  She has also argued that when journalists 

recount the past they “depart from journalistic tradition” in a number of ways, namely by 

foregoing journalistic standards of objectivity for more emotional reportage; by taking a 

“reflexive stance” as stakeholders in the community on which they are reporting; and by 

employing the first-person plural (“we”) in their writing (p. 128).  “By using the first-

person plural,” she stated, “journalists include the audience in the ‘interpretive 

community’ that declares certain past events, issues, and perspectives more important 

than others. It is in this conversational and communal voice that newsmagazine 

journalists create public memory through narrative” (p. 129).  
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Time uses all three measures in Assignment: Detroit, a subjectivity that it 

justifies by packaging the project as a journalistic experiment for which it has laid down 

roots in the city under scrutiny.  By the time it published its final Assignment: Detroit 

article, Time had become so entrenched in the counter-narrative of Detroiters that it 

openly criticizes “the media” for turning Detroit into “ruin porn.” In fact, the last article 

of this series lays out a six-point plan for Detroit’s revival, a strategy Time legitimizes by 

filtering its advice through the voices of city planning experts and government officials.  

In this way, the magazine abandons its role as a mediated and agenda-driven text in the 

public sphere in order to adopt the voice of a Detroiter and tell its moralistic tale of a city 

in jeopardy.   

Detroit’s Past: A Recipe for Disaster 

Continuing a prominent theme of its prior coverage, Assignment: Detroit portrays 

the city as at a breaking point between a grandiose past and an uncertain future.  In light 

of “Detroit’s disastrous past decade,” Time asserts, Detroit has entered into “a time when 

this city is on the brink of financial collapse” (Gray, 2010b, para. 4; Gray, 2009c, para. 

1).  Not only does Time continue to lament the city’s many failures as a contemporary 

metropolis (“A dying auto industry, failing schools, rampant unemployment and a home 

foreclosure crisis”), but it also warns readers that Detroit’s troubles are not easily fixed, 

many creating barriers to the possibility of a bright future (Gray, 2009b, para. 1).  Several 

articles mention the city’s high crime rate as an escalating problem, making Detroit’s 

residents and visitors wary of spending time in the city that Time insists is “almost numb 

to violence” (Gray, 2010a, para. 1).  As one article puts it, “People will continue to flee if 

they don’t feel it’s safe to cook in their own kitchens” (Gray, 2010a, para. 9).   
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Beyond incessant crime, Time reports, Detroit’s main problems include a 

record-high unemployment rate, increasingly abandoned neighborhoods due to 

foreclosures, and a seriously inadequate education system.  One article points out that “an 

estimated 44% of adults [in Detroit] lack the fundamental skills, like reading, to qualify 

for the high-tech jobs the region is desperately trying to attract. An entire population is ill 

equipped to participate in the new economy” (Gray, 2010f, para. 2).  With regard to the 

unemployment rate, it reveals, “Detroit’s official unemployment rate is 24%, the highest 

among major U.S. cities. But officials here believe the actual jobless rate may be 50%, 

since the statistics fail to include people who no longer qualify for unemployment 

benefits or have stopped looking for work.” (Gray, 2010f, para. 2).  The housing crisis 

has also made “officials here and elsewhere…concerned that more owners of foreclosed 

properties would torch their homes to collect insurance money. Even this city’s suburban 

residents” have done the same in the past (Gray, 2009b, para. 6).  All of Detroit’s 

problems amount to a society of people in a state of crisis, having endured some sort of 

disaster, the fantasy of which sits at the crux of Time’s argument that Detroit needs to 

make some fundamental changes.  

Detroit’s Present: A Glimpse into America’s Future 

Time’s shift into a narrative of recovery is worth noting particularly for its 

reliance on rhetoric of gender to discuss Detroit’s triumph over past trauma and its 

rhetorical coupling of failure as both feminine and childish.  A thorough exploration of 

this aspect of representation is beyond the scope of this project, but the gendered 

dimensions of triumph and failure have been studied by a number of scholars as noted by 

Savage (2003) and Kitch (2012).  The following discussion offers excerpts from Time’s 
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Assignment: Detroit coverage as examples of how similar tactics emerged as ways for 

the magazine to depict this transition from ruin to recovery.  Hell and Schonle (2009) 

have said that ruin gazing “calls forth a constructive, ‘manly’ rhetoric of looking into the 

abyss, learning from our mistakes, confronting our enemies, and thus retroactively 

conferring some modicum of meaning to the senseless destruction” (p. 5).  Thus, the 

extent of ruin gazing done in Detroit would likely precipitate a need to foreground 

recovery as a process that involves historically masculine projects like sports and war, 

and their necessary components: competition, triumph, and most importantly, an Other to 

overcome.   

In his study of sports journalism in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, Michael 

Serazio (2010) has argued that sports journalists contributed to a narrative of symbolic 

redemption after the New Orleans Saints returned to a refurbished Superdome one year 

after the structure housed thousands displaced from their homes by Hurricane Katrina’s 

destructive force.  In particular, he demonstrated how the Superdome served as a spatial 

metaphor for the revival of the city and the New Orleans Saints its corporeal 

performance.  In this way, he said, “sports came to the forefront as a way of repairing” 

the “rupture” that was Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath, to alleviate collective guilt 

over the devastation of the city and to believe it is heading toward a better future (p. 159).  

Detroit sports teams have undoubtedly served a similar purpose for Detroiters, a point 

that is worthy of exploration but is beyond the scope of this thesis.  Still, one Assignment: 

Detroit article explicitly extends the redemption of Detroit’s football team after a 

surprising victory to the city’s residents, making sports triumph a metaphor for the city’s 

recovery: “Many Michigan residents had come to view the Lions’ plight as a reflection of 
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the state’s own battle to overcome its economic crisis… Ultimately, the Lions may 

prove to be something for this beleaguered region to believe in” (Gray, 2009a, para. 1-4).   

Beyond this metaphorical triumph through sports, Time’s reporting on Detroit 

before and during Assignment: Detroit reflects a similar predilection for making recovery 

from trauma and catastrophe a masculine project.  For instance, one article published 

immediately before Assignment: Detroit began describes the reintroduction of the 

“macho” Chevrolet Camaro as a way for the company to show the country “all that is 

right about Detroit and its cars” (Szczesny, 2009, para. 5).  The automobile’s masculinity 

is further emphasized by descriptions of it as a “beast,” “another stud,” and a display of 

“raw American power” (Szczesny, 2009, para. 2, 4, 5).     

Even more telling is the way in which Time feminizes failure.  One Assignment: 

Detroit article refers to Chrysler, the least attractive automotive company seeking 

financial relief at the time, as the “ugly bride,” while a pre-Assignment: Detroit article 

describes Chrysler’s inability to attract a “suitor”: “GM, the only suitor… has said it’s no 

longer interested; another potential suitor, Russian tycoon Oleg Deripeska, is fighting to 

keep his own empire from being shredded by economic distress. Renault-Nissan, a third 

potential suitor, is pulling back…” (Saporito, 2009a, para. 9; Szczesny, 2008e, para 8.)  

Okrent (2009) admits a certain nostalgia for a Detroit that is “the prosperous and 

muscular place” he remembers (para. 9).   

In other instances, Time uses rhetoric that infantilizes a failing Detroit.  For 

example, in its support of Mayor Bing, a figure that has not yet been accepted by all 

Detroiters, Time states that his leadership is needed despite his unpopularity because 

“[t]here needs to be adult supervision” in the city (Gray, 2009f, para. 5).  In a pre-
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Assignment Detroit article, Chrysler is referred to as “Cerberus’ other problem child” 

(Szczesny, 2008e, para. 6).  This concurrent feminization and infantilization of Detroit’s 

shortcomings is worth examining, especially in a memory project that is integral to the 

future remembrance of a ruined city.  Though such language seems fleeting and 

inconsequential, it indexes Detroit’s failures as feminine shortcomings whilst 

infantilizing these traits.  It also frames important questions like “why did Detroit fail?” 

in ways that have broader implications, as Marita Sturken (1991) has pointed out in her 

work on the concomitant rejection and feminization of Vietnam War veterans.  

Though Time Editor-in-Chief John Huey (2009) states in a letter introducing the 

project that the magazine would not be a “cheerleader” for Detroit, the Assignment: 

Detroit articles are undoubtedly focused on helping Detroit, the underdog, to defeat a 

formidable enemy (para. 6).  Several stories invoke metaphors of competition to reiterate 

the point that Detroit is in a battle to the death.  In this way, Time may not consider itself 

a cheerleader, but it is certainly a recruiter for them, inviting its readers to assume the role 

of Detroit enthusiasts.  Peppered with sports analogies like rooting “for the home team” 

and statements from Detroiters like “this is war. And I think we’re going to win,” Time 

not only frames the road to Detroit’s victory as a national project, but it also portrays this 

project as an enactment of American pride.  In contrast to its prior coverage, Time 

transforms Detroit’s demise at the hands of the auto industry into a story of redemption 

for the city that is now regarded as emblematic of the American condition: “Detroit may 

be the best—and trickiest—place to dispel the myth that cities are resistant to change. It’s 

a symbol of American failure, and thus a potential icon of American resilience” (Gray, 

2010f, para. 9).  Reiterating this point, one article discusses the “tragedy of Detroit, and 
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much of urban America,” while another suggests “turning neighborhoods [in Detroit] 

into militarized zones” in order to “send a powerful signal in Detroit and beyond” (Gray, 

2010f, para. 9).  In this passage, Detroit manifests as the vehicle through which a 

message is sent to the nation rather than its recipient.  In other words, Detroit is no longer 

portrayed as the source of American failure; it is now a symptom of a greater dilemma 

that the nation must confront.   

This shift most obviously occurs in the way Time frames Detroit’s fall from grace.  

While previous stories emphasized the complicity of the auto industry in its—and its 

hometown’s—downfall, Assignment: Detroit almost exclusively frames Detroit as the 

unfortunate victim of the recession’s harshest winds, representing a fate that could have 

befallen a number of cities in America.  For instance, one article states, “If there’s any 

city that symbolizes the most extreme effects of the nation’s economic crisis and, in 

particular, America’s housing crisis, it is Detroit” (Gray, 2009e, para. 2).  Other articles 

describe Detroit as the “home of the nation’s highest unemployment rate: 14%” and the 

“country’s poorest and most populous majority-black city” (Gray, 2010e, para. 2; Gray, 

2010f, para. 1).  In this way, Detroit’s plight becomes the nation’s burden.   

Recognizing Detroit’s symbolic value in the American narrative, Time explicitly 

describes it as a metaphor for the state of the nation: “Detroit remains a struggling shell 

of its former self, with boarded up and burned out houses lining the major roads, and an 

unemployment rate around 25%. The contrast between spots of success and the broader 

agony in Michigan served as an apt metaphor for the broader state of the American 

economy” (emphasis added) (Scherer, 2010, para. 4).  Another article further stresses this 
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point: “The consequences of failing to deal with our cities’ challenges are too great. 

For this country, nation building should begin at home” (Gray, 2010f, para. 10). 

In its brief “reportorial assault” on “America’s most challenged city,” Time made 

several important contributions to the national discourse on Detroit (Huey, 2010, para. 

1,6).  First and possibly its only intended discursive project, “Assignment: Detroit” 

reminded readers that even if American projects have failed our values are still intact.  

Stories like, “Real Moms of Grosse Pointe,” “On the Road: Underwater in Detroit,” and 

“The Future of Detroit: How to Shrink a City” mention traits like thriftiness, hard work, 

and dignity as ingredients that Detroit will need in a recipe for survival (Clemetson, 

2010; Klein, 2010; Okrent & Gray, 2010).  In an interesting twist on the American tale, 

Time ended its Assignment: Detroit coverage with a provocative piece titled “Arab-

Americans: Detroit’s unlikely saviors,” which not only discusses the increasingly 

prominent Arab-American population in the metropolitan Detroit area, but also mentions 

that their entrepreneurial spirit and commercial successes are what make them “saviors” 

in this story (Ghosh, 2010).   

Still, author Bobby Ghosh asks the pertinent question, “Are Arab merchants 

profiteers or pioneers?”  How their actions are interpreted with regard to this dichotomy 

will decide the extent to which they are accepted by Time and its readers.  As Detroit’s 

newest (defined by Time as immigrants despite generations of Detroit heritage) and 

seemingly only prospering residents, Arab-Americans walk a fine line between becoming 

the ones to raise the city out of the ashes it has accumulated and being seen as 

capitalizing on the misfortune of native residents.  It’s their subscription to the American 

ideals of individualism and capitalism that makes this potentially suspicious group 
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trustworthy.  As Roopali Mukherjee (2011) has noted, “Within the terms of 

neoliberalism, these rhetorics serve to shore up the hegemonic credibility of individual 

entrepreneurialism and market fundamentalisms as universalizing markers of a 

quintessentially American creed” (p. 180). In this way, stories relaying Arab-Americans’ 

pursuit of the American Dream reinforce the stability of hegemonic structures that are 

perhaps under scrutiny as the after effects of the most recent recession linger on and 

analysts predict a “post-American world,” debating the future of the United States as a 

world superpower (Zakaria, 2008).  

This story also highlights another important theme running through Assignment: 

Detroit, which is Detroit’s history of racial tension.  Time takes a decidedly post-racial 

stance on how Detroit should handle its segmented racial populations in the future.  Rona 

Tamiko Halualani (2011) argued that in the post-race era “diversity and divergence are 

depicted as universal.  Each cultural group is deemed to be the same and equal precisely 

because they are all equally different.  The universalization of difference in media 

discourses works to inscribe a set of intercultural relations that is nonthreatening, without 

reference to race, and equal.  Above all, such a universalizing move recuperates the 

normative role of the state as the neutral, fair, rational, and race-less arbiter of society” 

(p. 248).   

Several Assignment: Detroit articles stress the prominence of the Arab-American 

community in Detroit, calling it a “city of hope” for Iraqi refugees and others who face 

persecution abroad (Ghosh, 2009b, para. 4).  While extensively reporting on Detroit’s 

diversity is an overtly positive step, Halualani (2011) warned that “diversity is made 

abstract through a ‘minority majority’ construction in which the numerical census counts 
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of minority groups are deployed to obliterate the notion of a White majority.  By this, 

the demographic presence of all racialized (minority) groups is encoded to underscore the 

point that no majority reigns in the post-race era and that racism and intolerance are 

things of the past” (p. 249).  Most importantly, a post-racial ideology confounds systemic 

racial inequity with racial difference and racial prejudice.  Scholars of post-racialism 

have noted how a rhetoric of diversity (a “different but equal” dogma) has the potential of 

erasing the histories of institutionalized discrimination that continue to affect certain 

disadvantaged communities (McPherson, 2003; Wise, 2010).  While it can be tempting to 

embrace this form of multiculturalism, this type of “raceless diversity” has “drastic 

consequences for marginalized groups” in the way it “[d]isarticulat[es] diversity from 

power” (Halualani, 2011, p. 261).  

In “Why Motown wants to Save its Symphonic Soul,” Okrent (2010) used the 

example of the predominantly white arts group in a majority black town to discuss the 

proverbial elephant in the room, which is the legacy of Coleman Young and the racial 

tension that he harnessed while in office.  In his history of race and class violence in 

Detroit, B. J. Widick (1972) argued that the riot of 1967 has been misunderstood as a race 

riot when it did not in fact erupt the same way a typical race riot had in the past.  For 

everything the riot was not—including as physically and financially detrimental to the 

city as it was initially reported—it was powerful enough to steer public opinion of racial 

tension in a way that elevated it to new heights by the 1970s.  “Out of the ashes and 

debris,” he stated, “came a new mood of militancy and bitterness among young blacks… 

In the bitter aftermath of the disastrous July days, Detroit’s black middle class and labor 

moderates found themselves scorned by the new generation of young militants as ‘Uncle 
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Toms,’ and shunted aside by the white power structure as failures” (p. 184).  As one of 

the only black members of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Rick Robinson embodies 

Time’s version of a wise voice for black Detroiters.  He sees his work in the DSO as a 

“bridge between black and white… a bridge he believes is necessary to his city’s very 

survival” (para. 11).  The story also confirms that Coleman Young viewed Robinson as 

an “Uncle Tom,” a traitor to his people (para. 11).  Thus, we see Time hint at villains and 

heroes developing in relation to their stance on a post-racial America.  In this story, 

which appeared half way through the project, Assignment: Detroit begins to divide the 

city it had previously defined as a unit.  

A later story, “The Future of Detroit: How to Shrink a City,” quotes a native 

Detroiter as saying, “I am fully aware that the presence of white folks in America 

increases the quality of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness for nonwhites… it is a 

reality I have confronted all my life as a Black activist, yet I do hope the return flight is 

full” (Okrent & Gray, 2010, para. 17).  Nearing the end of the project, this article no 

longer sees Detroiters as a unified people and openly acknowledges that a war “is 

brewing” between Detroiters who wish to hold onto the past and those seeking to 

reinvent—or save, as Time interprets it—the city.  In this way, Time divides Detroit along 

a line defined by nostalgia—yet it does so in an ironic way considering Steinmetz’ (2009) 

research on racialized nostalgia that highlights white suburbanites’ longing for the city’s 

imagined glory days.  

Rather than being associated with whites who fled Detroit years ago, nostalgia is 

embodied by the figure of Betty Corley, an aging black woman who has lived on the 

same Detroit street her entire life despite losing all her neighbors and recently 
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discovering “a man’s burned torso in the underbrush across the street” (Okrent & Gray, 

2010, para. 4).  Kitch (1999) has said that newsmagazines use themes of the common 

man or woman “as a way of personifying specific events” and that these “‘ordinary 

characters’ act as stand-ins for the audience” (p. 133).  Most importantly, she reminded 

us that this technique “enables journalists to turn the spotlight away from themselves: it is 

the audience who become the authors of ‘news,’ as well as ‘history’” (p. 133).  In this 

vein, Time uses the story of Betty Corley as a symbol of the “old” Detroit to subtly 

denounce certain factions of the city for irrationally clinging to the past.  Kitch has 

described this type of reporting as “interpretive reenactment of [a society’s] experience ... 

a public way of assessing our social behavior” (p. 133).  Through the archetype of Corley 

as a little old lady (living with her sister no less), Time frames nostalgia as not only 

irrational, but also irrelevant.  Time pointedly states, “The door is closing on the city—

and on Betty Corley,” and that the “the city is walking away from them” (Okrent & Gray, 

2010).     

In direct contrast to where it began, “Assignment: Detroit” ends on a contentious 

note with its last subtitle being “Where the Battle Lines Form” (Okrent & Gray, 2010, 

para. 25).  Time’s summary-like journalism, then, works to construct a narrative for 

Detroit as a spectacle for the nation to watch unfold.  Will the villains, the old Detroiters, 

continue to bring the city down or will the saviors, the new Detroiters, prevail in 

revolutionizing the city.  What Time fails to mention, however, is the historical 

precedence of urban revival that has asked these underserved communities to make 

sacrifices for the city that is ultimately “walking away from them” (Okrent & Gray, 2010, 

para. 27).  Headlee (2004) has emphasized that it is “imperative that residents of Metro 
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Detroit understand how deep the roots of segregation go” (p. 98).  She has also 

highlighted the risk involved in perpetuating collective amnesia like Time does in its 

erasure of this hidden narrative.  While Time glosses over the systematic neglect of 

certain Detroiters, others have acknowledged that “[w]hile such a retreat into the 

surviving ‘steady’ neighborhoods is much urged as a matter of efficiency…[it] has been 

unpopular in affected communities” (Krohe, 2011, p. 5).  Urban planning scholar 

Margaret Dewar noted, “the same African American neighborhoods that were hurt by 

urban renewal decades ago are now being discussed for possible shutdown. ‘People want 

direction but fear what outside experts will dream up’” (as cited in Krohe, 2011, p. 5).  

Time’s assessment of old Detroiters as clinging to a bygone era uses selective collective 

memory that favors certain aspects of Detroit’s past over others, like the collected 

memories of Detroit’s history of racial tension.  In order to avoid confronting these 

fissures, the magazine couches the issue of race in a post-racial rhetoric and in its 

persuasively steers the conversation toward the ostensibly race-neutral problem of 

nostalgia.  Thus, Assignment: Detroit functions as a deliberate contribution to social 

memory, as a way to assess the past and monitor the present with the intention of guiding 

Detroit toward a preferred future.   

 

Long Live Detroit: Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit Campaign 

In contrast to Time’s voluntary decision to cover Detroit at length with its 

Assignment: Detroit project, Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit advertising campaign was 

almost a public relations necessity for the ailing car company that sought a financial 

bailout from the federal government less than two years before and recently emerged 
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from Chapter 11 bankruptcy.  The advertising campaign consists of several thirty-

second commercial spots and two Superbowl commercials, which will serve as the focus 

of this analysis due to the level of attention paid to their production and the scope of their 

audiences.  Mere months after Assignment: Detroit ended, Chrysler premiered its 

Imported from Detroit advertising campaign to a television audience that averaged 111 

million viewers with a 2011 Superbowl commercial titled, “Born of Fire,” featuring 

famed Detroit rapper Eminem (Kearney & Michaud, 2012, Feb. 6).  The following year, 

Chrysler followed up “Born of Fire” with “Halftime in America,” another two-minute 

commercial that aired to an audience of 111.3 million viewers during the 2012 Superbowl 

and cost an estimated $14 million to air, which does not even include the commercial’s 

production costs (Kearney & Michaud, 2012, Feb. 6; Labarre, 2012, Feb 6).  The first 

Superbowl commercial, “Born of Fire,” debuted the company’s new marketing aesthetic, 

a revamped lineup of luxury cars, and a dramatically different version of Detroit that the 

average American had probably encountered in media texts.  On the other hand, most 

Detroiters, and perhaps others tuned into Chrysler’s recent woes, were rooting for the 

struggling company to prove to the American public that it was back in full force and 

raring to go.   

Created by Wieden+Kennedy advertising, the campaign was the first to air a two-

minute commercial spot during the Superbowl, which cost nearly ten million dollars to 

produce and air (Shea, 2012, Jan 15).  Still, one might say the advertisement got its return 

on investment, enjoying the immediate attention of the public and critics alike.  One day 

after airing on television, the advertisement had been viewed more than 1.6 million times 

on YouTube.  In the months that followed, the advertisement won several awards at 
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industry events like the Cannes International Festival of Creativity and the Creative 

Arts Emmies.  Despite the advertisement’s knock on them, even journalists joined the 

action with follow up reports about the commercial’s commentary on Detroit, Detroiters, 

and the auto industry.  Still, one blogger asked the question on everyone’s minds: “is it an 

ad for a car — or an ad about Detroit?  And who benefited more, the car company or the 

city?” (Maynard, 2011, para. 3).  The blogger’s conclusion: “Maybe it doesn’t matter” 

(Maynard, 2011, para. 3).   

Opening to the gritty streets and clanging sounds of downtown Detroit, “Born of 

Fire” uses the deconstructed aesthetic provided by a handheld camera to take us on an 

unofficial drive through the city, recording the life, beauty, and history of Detroit that 

previous media coverage had overlooked.  Along the way, the commercial lingers on 

shots of famed landmarks, shiny car parts, athletes in motion, large suburban homes 

blanketed in snow, and river views of Windsor.  A prickly narrator picks up where 

Assignment: Detroit left off—and presumably what it missed—in a rebuttal to the 

national memory of Detroit as a ruined city: 

I got a question for ya. What does this city know about luxury? What does a town 

that has been to hell and back know about the finer things in life. Well I’ll tell 

ya, more than most. You see it’s the hottest fires that make the hardest steel. 

Add hard work and conviction and a know-how that runs generations deep in 

every last one of us.  That’s who we are. That’s our story. Now it’s probably 

not the one you’ve been reading in the papers, the one being written by folks 

who’ve never even been here and don’t know what we’re capable of. Because 

when it comes to luxury, it’s as much about where it’s from as who it’s for. Now, 
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we’re from America, but this isn’t New York City or the Windy City or Sin 

City. And we’re certainly no one’s Emerald City.” (emphasis added.) 

Once the chords to his song “Lose Yourself” kick in, Eminem appears as the 

driver of our car, which has now arrived in front of a sign at the Fox Theater that reads: 

“Keep Detroit Beautiful.”  Eminem enters the building, occupied by a gospel group who 

silence the haunting melody they have been singing as Eminem informs the audience: 

“This is the Motor City. And this is what we do.” 

From this diatribe of the nation’s underestimation of Detroit, a profound theme of 

masculine and class-specific enterprise emerges.  The commercial self-referentially pits 

the counter-narrative of Detroit it offers against national media coverage of Detroit and 

even the viewer when it states, “That’s who we are. That’s our story. Now it’s probably 

not the one you’ve been reading in the papers, the one being written by folks who’ve 

never even been here and don’t know what we’re capable of.”  In this passage, Chrysler 

couches the rhetoric of its advertisement within the national discourse of Detroit as a 

symbol of American failure.  It sets up a dichotomy between the collective voices of 

Detroiters and of the nation in order to tell its vernacular tale. 

The most striking difference between the counter-narratives of Time’s 

Assignment: Detroit and Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit is the way in which the latter 

portrays the city as already saved.  According to Chrysler, the city’s revival had happened 

while no one was looking because no one knew “what [it] was capable of.”  This example 

reveals three narrative shifts that occurred through the Chrysler commercial.  First, 

Detroit was no longer simply being resurrected and injected with life.  It was now 

portrayed as having survived the trauma of years past and appeared to be thriving—in 
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fact, running, skating, working, and singing.  Second, this version of Detroit has a chip 

on its shoulder, having been “to hell and back.”  It knows the rest of the country sees it as 

the underdog and while it relishes the challenge, it also reminds the audience to quit 

forgetting the past (come on, America, “This is the Motor City. This is what we do”) and 

urges the audience to be nostalgic for Detroit’s—and the nation’s—glory days with 

modern industrial rhetoric like “hard work,” “conviction” and “a know-how that runs 

generations deep.” Additionally, the Chrysler campaign somewhat prematurely celebrates 

Detroit’s renaissance whereas Time still hesitated to give the final word when it left the 

city just months before.   

From a memory studies standpoint, these shifts represent advancement in the 

transition from Detroit’s symbolic status as a memorial for the death of the American 

Dream to that of a monument for the American idealism that built “the town.”  Sturken 

(1991) has defined memorials as sites of remembering that involve “grief, loss, and 

tribute or obligation” and monuments as sites that evoke a sense of “victory, success, and 

pride” (p. 120).  Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit campaign attempts to promote Detroit 

to monument status in spite of its status in national memory as a place that inspires shock 

and pity.  While Time’s counter-narrative forged a path in this direction, it hesitated to be 

so bold as to renounce the memorializing of Detroit in which it had also participated.  In 

his study of sports in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, Serazio (2010) has said that 

the Superdome gained “totemic signification” when the New Orleans Saints returned 

there to play their first game post-Hurricane Katrina (p. 164).  Along these lines, Chrysler 

offers its luxury sedan as a totem for Detroit’s virility and survival.  Like the sports 
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spectacle, the automobile’s power, beauty, and bulk serve as a spectacle of masculine 

triumph over past traumas as well.  

Another difference worth noting is Chrysler’s vision of the city and its suburbs as 

unified.  The commercial features several shots that include places and people 

representing the entire metropolitan area, which reveals the reality that a great deal of 

“Detroiters” no longer reside within the city limits but also obscures the histories of 

intersecting race and class tensions that have built up literal boundaries between these 

spaces.  In his account of Detroit’s histories of race and class violence in Detroit, Widick 

(1972) noted that for decades systemic barriers made it impossible for black Detroiters to 

inhabit the city’s suburbs, thereby forcing them to remain in the city even as it slowly 

deteriorated in the postwar economy.  By the 1970s, Widick argued, the city of Detroit 

became “a society whose links to white society are constantly strained and remolded by 

the force of events” (p. 212).  Writing in 1972, Widick used the most recent census to 

cast a shadow over assumptions that the legacy of racial discrimination was no longer an 

issue.  The following passage notes how housing discrimination laws had left an indelible 

mark on the demographics of Detroit and its suburbs:   

A survey of the number of blacks living outside the city limits shows an all-white 

pattern in major suburbs which can scarcely be duplicated in any racist area in the 

United States.  To mention a few examples: Warren, Michigan, has doubled its 

population to 180,000 in the past decade; it has five black families. Dearborn, 

home of the Ford Motor Company, with over 100,000 people, lists one black 

family.  Grosse Pointe has two, Harper Woods one, Hazel Park one, Birmingham 

five (p. 212).   
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Though these statistics are dated now, they represent a history of housing 

discrimination by race that cannot be easily ignored.  Moreover, lawful discrimination 

may be a thing of the past, but the strain between Detroit and its municipalities is not.  

While it makes sense for Chrysler to present the city to the nation as unified under the 

umbrella of collectively identifying as the Motor City, collapsing the distinctions between 

the historically stable, middle class suburban communities and the long troubled city of 

Detroit is problematic when taken out of this context.  

Finally, Chrysler’s Detroit sees its revival as inevitable and as a product of its 

virility, which is paradoxically marked as working-class, well versed in the nuances of 

luxury, and embodied by a cushy car.  Unlike Time’s Assignment: Detroit, which advised 

Detroit to give up on “old Detroit” and to adopt a greener, smaller, more diverse identity, 

Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit clings to the remnants of collective memory that it can 

salvage, namely its proud history of masculine American enterprise.  In this way, 

nostalgia attaches itself to victory and pride in the past—elements of monuments.  The 

advertisement’s disavowal of memorial status relates to Sturken’s analysis of criticisms 

surrounding the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.  She has read descriptions of the Vietnam 

Veterans Memorial as a “black gash of shame” as testament to racist and sexist 

discourses that were stirred up by a war that left American masculinity—a construct 

usually bolstered by images of American warfare—deeply injured and vulnerable to 

reinterpretation.  Not only was the architect of the strikingly modern memorial an Asian-

American female, but the memorial’s contemplative symbolism and appearance of 

ambivalence about the war also became a mark of castration and emasculation of those 

associated with it.  It is through this progression from memorial to monument that 
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Detroiters can escape the stark reality of record-high unemployment and social 

tensions, Detroit can shake the stigma of being a martyr for the American urban crisis 

(i.e. the stigma of being feminized), and Americans can root for Detroit as their “home 

team” again.      

During the 2012 Superbowl broadcast, a second commercial, “Halftime in 

America,” followed up “Born of Fire” and received even greater attention, partly because 

it featured Hollywood heavyweight Clint Eastwood and party because pundits 

immediately criticized it as a veiled endorsement of President Obama’s reelection and 

thus overly political.  “Halftime in America” features a two-minute long pep talk from 

Clint Eastwood that addresses the nation as if we were a sports team waiting to begin the 

second half of a game we are losing:  

It's halftime in America, too. People are out of work and they're hurting. And 

they're all wondering what they're going to do to make a comeback. And 

we're all scared, because this isn't a game.  The people of Detroit know a little 

something about this. They almost lost everything. But we all pulled together, 

now Motor City is fighting again.  I've seen a lot of tough eras, a lot of downturns 

in my life. And, times when we didn't understand each other. It seems like we've 

lost our heart at times. When the fog of division, discord, and blame made it 

hard to see what lies ahead.  But after those trials, we all rallied around what 

was right, and acted as one. Because that's what we do. We find a way 

through tough times, and if we can't find a way, then we'll make one.  All 

that matters now is what's ahead. How do we come from behind? How do we 

come together? And, how do we win?  Detroit's showing us it can be done. 
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And, what's true about them is true about all of us.  This country can't be 

knocked out with one punch. We get right back up again and when we do the 

world is going to hear the roar of our engines.  Yeah, it's halftime America. 

And, our second half is about to begin. 

Eastwood’s gravelly narration sets the tone for shots of various locales—cities, 

homes, harbors, manufacturing plants, prairies, open roads, and rivers—and people—

families, children, couples, firefighters, construction workers, and autoworkers.  

Departing from Eastwood’s stroll in the shadows of a football stadium, the commercial 

takes us on a journey through “America,” from its coasts and its capital to its heartland 

and, of course, Detroit.  Between these shots, the viewer is treated to a day in the life of 

the “average” American.  Waking up in a high rise apartment with a couple, we then 

witness various characters getting ready for work, performing manual labor, rowing 

down a river, protesting, cruising down a country road while the sun sets, and 

chauffeuring their children home from school.          

Building on some of “Born of Fire’s” themes, “Halftime in America” reinforces 

its initial assessment of Detroit as already saved (“Motor City is fighting again”) and 

further attempts to position Detroit, i.e. traditional American values, as a source of 

strength rather than weakness for the country (“Detroit’s showing us it can be done. And 

what’s true about them is true about all of us”).  The second installment of Imported from 

Detroit deploys these themes using different rhetorical strategies, which transforms its 

meaning in significant ways.  First, “Halftime in America” insinuates that Detroit is at the 

forefront of the economic crisis, being the first to fall but also the first to get up.  “How 

do we come from behind?” Eastwood asks, “How do we come together? And, how do we 
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win?  Detroit's showing us it can be done.”  In this way, Detroit’s downfall and 

subsequent recovery function as mnemonic frames for understanding the state of the 

nation and the ways in which America should pull through this uncertain time.   

Second, Detroit’s recovery is described as a national triumph: “[The people of 

Detroit] almost lost everything. But we all pulled together, now Motor City is fighting 

again.”  Unlike “Born of Fire,” which accused America of doubting it could rise again, 

“Halftime in America” uses the first person plural to include all of America in the 

resuscitation of the Motor City.  Of course, the revival of the auto industry was quite 

literally a national endeavor and the nation was told it had reason to doubt Chrysler’s 

future the most.   

“Halftime in America’s” use of the first person plural is a critical departure from 

“Born of Fire,” which addresses the nation from the standpoint of a Detroiter.  In 

contrast, “Halftime in America” uses a non-Detroiter and nationally recognized figure, 

Clint Eastwood, to give voice to a national, rather than regional, sentiment of angst and 

uncertainty.  Detroit isn’t the only one with problems now (nor was it in 2011, but 

Chrysler was more focused on solving its own problems then).  As a result, the “Halftime 

in America” narrative follows a similar trajectory as Assignment: Detroit in the way both 

ultimately invoke collective memory of Detroit to serve as a model of and model for 

America today.  Put differently, Detroit’s perceived past reflects America’s “present 

needs, fears, and aspirations” and orients us by “revealing where we are in relation to 

where we have been” (Schwartz, 1999, p. 2).   

Finally, Detroit and its people continue to stand in as monuments, memory sites to 

which we attach feelings of victory, pride, and triumph, but they are no longer attached to 
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the “hardwork” and “conviction” of blue collar Detroiters, but to an ability to overlook 

differences and withstand hardship: “When the fog of division, discord, and blame made 

it hard to see what lies ahead.  But after those trials, we all rallied around what was right, 

and acted as one. Because that's what we do.”  In this way, “Halftime in America” serves 

up Detroit as a monument to a mythological America, a unified entity that not only has 

experienced the same past and looks forward into the same future, but also can agree on 

what is “right.”  Thus, Imported from Detroit continues to appeal to a sense of nostalgia 

for an imagined past, only this time it goes beyond restoring Detroit’s image as the Motor 

City.   

Moving onto nostalgia with more gravitas, “Halftime in America,” the wizened 

Clint Eastwood informs us he has “seen a lot of tough eras, a lot of downturns in [his] 

life,” but that national unity has been the outcome of these experiences.  Ultimately, 

Detroit’s perceived turnaround serves to reinforce nostalgia for this imagined past, the 

fantasy that we successfully repaired the fissures of the “tough eras” and the “downturns” 

in the past “when we didn't understand each other.”   Kitch (1999) has explained the ways 

in which narrative timelines obscure elements of the past that do not provide a stable base 

on which the future is built.  In other words, if we make alterations to our story, then we 

must revisit the questions and unresolved issues of the past.  Thus, she said, these 

“aberrations” are “explained away” as “national illnesses, rifts in the social fabric that 

were ultimately healed” (p. 138).  This memory work functions to reinforce selective 

collective memory and collective amnesia.  Peter Burke (2011) called this “collective but 

unofficial” censorship” and asked, “Can groups, like individuals, suppress what it is 

inconvenient to remember? If so, how do they do it?” (p. 192).  “Halftime in America” 
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presents past discord as having already been resolved, and therefore we are ready to 

move forward as a unified country.  It presumes that even though “we didn’t understand 

each other” in the past, we do now, and we agree on where we are going.   

 

Re-Presenting Detroit: Palladium Boots’ Detroit Lives Video 

The third counter-narrative example, Detroit Lives, is a thirty-minute video 

produced by the international footwear company Palladium Boots for the company’s 

website that differs not only in media form from Time’s journalistic endeavor, 

Assignment: Detroit, and Chrysler’s television advertising campaign, Imported from 

Detroit, but also in the rhetoric it uses to tell Detroit’s story and describe its national 

symbolic value.  Founded in 1920 as a tire manufacturer, Palladium Boots transitioned 

into producing durable footwear for military use by the 1940s (Palladium Boots).  Since 

then, the company has created shoes for everyday wear.  To reach a wider audience, the 

company advertises its products in unconventional ways, the most notable being the 

production of short films on various metropolises including Tokyo, Los Angeles, and 

Detroit, through which the company is able to engage in what amounts to reverse product 

placement—the advertisement produces its own content for a documentary that 

successfully performs this function in order to trick the viewer into forgetting he or she is 

in fact watching an advertisement.   

Released on Palladium Boots’ website in September 2010, Detroit Lives follows 

former MTV celebrity Johnny Knoxville on an adventure around Detroit “to see what 

else is going on besides all the bad stuff you hear about in the news.”  This three-part 

series totaling thirty minutes features Knoxville visiting some of the city’s landmarks, 
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including those in ruin, and talking to the community about national misperceptions of 

the city.  Knoxville is accompanied at various times by a young Detroit entrepreneur and 

two Detroit musicians.  The company introduces the project with the following statement: 

Once the fourth-largest metropolis in America—some have called it the Death of 

the American Dream. Today, the young people of the Motor City are making it 

their own DIY paradise where rules are second to passion and creativity. They are 

creating the new Detroit on their own terms, against real adversity. We put our 

boots on and went exploring. 

Detroit Lives’ narrative is predicated on this conception of Detroit as a “DIY [do-

it-yourself] paradise,” aa blank canvas on which younger generations can leave their 

mark.  Unlike more distinguished cities like New York or Chicago, Detroit is portrayed 

as abandoned and ripe for revolution.  Detroit’s abandonment suggests a certain 

lawlessness, a point the company highlights since it seemingly appeals to younger 

generations, its target audience.  The description also emphasizes the opportunity to 

express passion and creativity and explore new terrain.  While Detroit Lives spends some 

time discussing and exploring Detroit’s notorious ruins, the project also includes several 

scenes depicting some of the city’s lesser known attractions like the Heidelberg Project, 

Café D’Mongo’s, and Motown founder Barry Gordy’s mansion.  These field trips are 

presented alongside interviews with community members attesting to Detroit’s historical 

and presently rich music scene and the opportunities for artists and creative types to 

capitalize on the empty buildings and spaces that now dominate the city.   

Like the other two counter-narratives, Detroit Lives positions itself as a response 

to the ruined city narrative preferred by American as well as international mainstream 
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media.  Also like the previous case studies, the video presents its alternative for Detroit 

only after portraying the familiar narrative of its rise and fall.  It includes historical 

footage of Detroit in its heyday and recordings of statements we can now appreciate as 

ironic like, “Frequently called the most cosmopolitan city of the Midwest. Detroit today 

stands at the threshold of a bright future.”  Still, the documentary goes beyond both 

previous examples to include voices of selected members of the community to represent a 

more authentic insider’s perspective of the reality that is Detroit today.  This move lends 

credibility to proclamations that the city has had “its heart ripped out” and that it “doesn’t 

need any saviors.”  The latter assertion broaches another distinction between this counter-

narrative and the others, which is the notion that Detroit is doing just fine, that it never 

needed saving in the first place.  While Time framed Assignment: Detroit as a way to 

help Detroit through rough waters and Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit positioned the 

city as having already endured the worst of it and as leading the rest of the country to 

shore, Palladium Boots’ Detroit Lives points to Detroit’s musicians, artists, and 

entrepreneurs to proclaim that yes, America watched the auto industry crumble, but the 

city was not crushed by the fall of its towering hero.  America simply was not primed to 

notice the stirrings of life in Detroit.   

The prevailing theme of starting anew, however, is Detroit Lives’ most obvious 

divergence from the other two counter-narratives.  According to one community member, 

Detroit is “a blank canvas for developing business for just about anything you can think 

of.  Right now there’s a possibility to really change the city.”  Another presents this 

concept in terms that might sound more appealing to a young audience: “There’s 

opportunities to do stuff like whatever you want really and no one will really mess with 
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you.”  Driving home this point, another Detroiter claims, “It’s a perfect opportunity for 

the American Dream to be realized that something can come out of nothing. This is what 

artists have always done. Create something out of nothing.”  Furthermore, the video 

emphasizes Detroit’s empty spaces that make one resident “feel a little like the omega 

man… like I’m here! This is my city!” and the ways in which, as another resident puts it, 

the city is “probably one of the last cities that you can still reinvent. There’s a certain 

sense of lawlessness. It’s pretty wide open.”  The sentiment behind such statements is a 

positive call to action for young people to make a difference in a city waiting to be 

revived.  However, it is also a problematic denial of the reality that Detroit is not a “new” 

city in the sense that it has history and not all residents of Detroit are transplants who 

came to the city to explore artistic and entrepreneurial opportunities.  In an attempt to 

counter the negative publicity Detroit has gained in recent years, Detroit Lives 

whitewashes the city and its history in a way that detracts from its effort at authenticity.   

This move relates back to Sturken’s use of screen memory to explain how 

“remembering is in itself a form of forgetting”  (p. 137).  In her discussion of the 

Vietnam Veterans’ memorial, Sturken noted how the memorial functions as a screen 

because it conceals undesirable narratives of lived experiences and offers a “primary 

narrative,” but it is also a blank slate that reveals “a multitude of memories and individual 

interpretations” projected onto it (p. 137).  By concealing Detroit’s less than desirable 

past and touting its ability to function as a blank state, Detroit Lives transforms Detroit 

into a screen memory that serves a national purpose.  Thus, Detroit Lives performs the 

amnesic function of heralding the city as unoccupied to make room for new narratives—
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not just for the city, but also for a nation that has been primed to consider Detroit’s 

implosion a symptom of a larger problem.   

In this way, Detroit Lives’ use of collective memory of Detroit transforms it into a 

monument to national identity, like the other counter-narratives, but not in the same way.  

The Detroit presented here reflects American studies scholar Herron’s (2004) 

determination that the city is “a monument to the history of forgetting” in that “the 

history of Detroit is the history of America’s confrontation with itself… it’s the most 

modern place on earth, and the most ruined, a puzzle that confounds simple explanations” 

(p. 39).  Herron’s point touches on the contradictions that the ruins of struggling 

American cities like Detroit make explicit.  He also described the instinct to forget, to 

explain away the stark inequalities and poverty plaguing the most prosperous country in 

the world as distinctly American.   

By the same token, there’s something awe inspiring about the finality of 

forgetting, of creating a break between the past and the present, both of which are 

simultaneously embodied by the ruin.  Scholars often use the analogy Walter Benjamin 

drew between allegory and ruin to elucidate the notion that in both instances a wealth of 

meaning is found in what is not explicitly there (Barndt, 2009; Hell & Schonle, 2009).  

Barndt (2009) has said that both represent a “disruption in form and meaning” and are 

“symptoms of epistemological uncertainty and the collapse of time” (p. 271).  Along the 

same lines, Zelizer (1998) notes that historical analogy between present day atrocity and 

the Holocaust represents a “collapse of distance” from—rather than a break with—the 

past (p. 210).  In this way, she has suggested that memories of atrocity remain at the 

forefront of our minds as screens through which new experiences of atrocity are filtered.  
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Much like the atrocity, the historical precedent for ruin has served as a memory screen 

for present day urban ruins like Detroit.  Detroit Lives interviewee, Larry Mongo, 

articulates this notion when he states, “Remember Rome was sacked how many times?  

Berlin was bombed.  Cities have always went down.  But for some reason cities come 

back and its people who bring them back.”  In this way, the downfall of past empires 

serves as a screen for understanding how Detroit’s present will be remembered in the 

future.  Mongo reminds viewers that empires have fallen before and will fall again. As he 

points out, there is an historical precedent for a city to have a life cycle that includes not 

only the stages of death and rebirth but also this liminal stage in which the future is to be 

determined.  Most importantly, however, is that Mongo reiterates a rhetoric of 

individualism—present throughout the film—by highlighting the power of the individual 

to control the outcome, the future of the city, by personally overcoming adversity.  

Thus, the ruin serves a specific rhetorical function that bestows symbolic value 

upon the rubble and reassurance of cyclicality upon the audience that is made painfully 

aware of time’s passing.  For this reason, ruin scholars have raised the question of 

whether it is only through rhetoric that we can experience “the feeling of abrupt 

awakening that ruination produces” (Hell & Schonle, 2009, p. 4).  Do ruins allow us to 

contemplate the passing of time in ways that we cannot access normally through their 

ability to collapse the distance between the past and the present?  Knoxville’s tour guide 

describes the Michigan Central Station, Detroit’s most frequently photographed ruin, as 

“beautiful now.”  “[I]t’s so unique,” he says, “You’d never see a building like this in any 

other city because no one has let a building like this fall to such disrepair.”  Echoing this 
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sentiment, Herron (2004) has recognized that “the undoing of this place is a 

revelation—of a design that is frightful and wasteful, but also profoundly ours” (p. 39).  

Judging by Detroit Lives’ opportunistic take on the abandonment of Detroit, it is 

easy to assume it does not employ a nostalgic lens.  However, it does remind viewers of 

certain aspects of Detroit’s recent history like Motown and the popular restaurant Café 

D’Mongo’s. Zelizer (1995) has pointed out that even as “earlier persistent memories 

crumble through contestation…memory work [is] conducted amidst the ruins of earlier 

recollections” (p. 219).  In other words, the past can never be completely eradicated 

despite offering a new perspective on an old story.  Bits of Detroit’s celebrated past in 

music and nightlife frame its potential for cultivating a new future, one disassociated with 

the auto industry and failure.  For instance, Knoxville’s tour guides take him to explore a 

ruined concert venue as they discuss the ways in which Detroit was a former hotbed for 

musical genius.  Discussing the ways in which ruins embody the duality of the past and 

the present, Hell and Schonle (2009) noted, “These traces—architectural remnants which 

had long lost their functionality and meaning… reveal an ambivalent sense of time, at 

once the awareness of an insuperable break from the past that constitutes the modern age 

and the sense that some valuable trace has endured and needs to be cherished” (p. 5). 

Additionally, nostalgia in Detroit Lives attaches itself to the imagined past of 

discovering a new frontier.  The video frames Detroit as a relatively “lawless” territory 

that grants its residents the freedom to build an environment and lifestyle of their own 

choosing, a luxury not ordinarily found in twenty-first century America.  Memory studies 

scholar Anthony Smith (1991) has explained “this widespread nostalgia for irrecoverable 

pasts” as “the need to control the pace and scope of social change” (p. 231).  This 
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deployment of nostalgia reflects such a desire for control at a time when social change 

is expected of a society.  Invoking nostalgia for an American pioneering spirit allows 

Detroit Lives to reclaim the possibility of Detroit, and the rest of America, as an 

individualistic project of motivation and creativity. 

 

Negotiating the Future Remembrance of a Nation in Crisis 

In sum, the preceding case studies exemplify the ways in which counter-narratives 

for Detroit have rejected the central narrative that reduces the city to a car wreck, ogling 

it with the same fetishistic fascination.  While each case demonstrates a desire to revisit 

Detroit’s glorified past for the purposes of constructing a cohesive story, they all share 

the same goal of moving beyond the mourning and mythologizing stage of collectively 

remembering Detroit in order to begin reclaiming the city as an integral part of the 

nation’s future.   

Despite this shared point of departure, the case studies offer varying accounts of 

Detroit’s past, explanations for its current predicament, and visions of its future from 

stakeholders both near and far.  In this way, the counter-narratives’ deployments of 

collective memory reveal conflicting renditions of the city’s past, alternatives for its 

future, and implications for the nation as a whole.  Table 3 summarizes some of this 

study’s key findings:  
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Table 3. Key Findings 

COLLECTIVE 
MEMORY OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT: 
DETROIT 

IMPORTED  
FROM DETROIT 

DETROIT  
LIVES 

CITY City on the brink City already saved City does not need 
saving 

COMMUNITY A divided city A unified city A brand new city 

SYMBOL Memorial to 
American Dream 

Monument for 
Detroit 

Monument for  
“Post-Detroit” 

America 

PAST Anti-nostalgia Pro-nostalgia Pro -“Pre-Detroit” 
nostalgia 

FUTURE 
REMEMBRANCE 
OF THE 
PRESENT 

Lesson is 
AmericaàDetroit 

Lesson is 
DetroitàAmerica 

Lesson is  
DetroitóAmerica 

 

First, each counter-narrative interprets Detroit’s current predicament differently, 

portraying Detroit as a city on the brink (Time’s Assignment: Detroit), as a city already 

saved (Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit), and as a city in no need of saving (Palladium 

Boots’ Detroit Lives).  In this way, they differ in their assessment of Detroit’s present in 

relation to its past, debating the extent to which Detroit has fallen into the abyss and how 

much progress it has made in crawling out.  These contrasting narratives can also be 

plotted along two continuums, which Figure 5 illustrates in an unsystematic but 

qualitatively descriptive rendering included to aid in the visualization of how these 

narratives match up.  The first and dominant curve charts the imagined trajectory for 

Detroit—its rise, fall, and potential resurrection—to which each of the narratives 

implicitly refers.  As Figure 5 depicts, Time’s Assignment: Detroit leaves the city in 

limbo, neither dead nor saved.  Chrysler’s Imported from Detroit imagines the city as 

already having resurrected itself.  Detroit Lives also constructs a second timeline for 
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Detroit (curve #2) in its effort to tell a story that counters the traditional rise and fall of 

the auto town.  According to this counter-narrative, Detroit does not need saviors in the 

way that national media has suggested because it has been able to supplant its weaknesses 

with hidden strengths.  Even though Detroit Lives acknowledges that these other areas 

have also experienced a downturn, it offers the second timeline to tell a vernacular 

narrative that might appeal to a young audience that has grown skeptical of the highly 

constructed and seemingly inauthentic stories that are accessible through mainstream 

media.    

Figure 5. Timelines for Detroit’s rise, fall, and potential resurrection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Second, the counter-narratives construct the imagined community of Detroit in 

divergent ways, highlighting discrepancies in who “counts” as a Detroiter and what 

identities this moniker comprises.  While Assignment Detroit depicts the city as divided 

by an inability to agree on how to move forward, Imported from Detroit and Detroit Lives 

focus on how hardship has unified the community.  Still, the latter two narratives arrive at 

a sense of unity through the rosy lenses of collective amnesia.  Imported from Detroit 
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treats the city and its suburbs as one, harmonizing the discordant histories of these 

areas and presenting race and class conflicts as a thing of the past.  Detroit Lives takes 

this erasure of history a step further by figuratively removing the corpses of Detroit’s past 

and reclaiming it as unoccupied.  Thus, this narrative sees Detroiters as unified in that 

many are transplants, creative types that have come together with a shared sense of 

adventure and desire to leave their mark on the city, and presumably the world.  Figure 5 

illustrates these differences: 

Figure 6. Conceptualizations of the Detroit Community 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Third, Detroit’s symbolic status shifts throughout the course of the narratives 

presented.  With its conclusion that Detroit is still a city on the brink, Assignment: 

Detroit conservatively frames the city as a memorial to The American Dream, or the 

idealized life in America—the land of opportunity—that Detroit is imagined to have 

offered its residents in the past.  Imported from Detroit repositions Detroit at the forefront 

of the economic crisis, thereby making it an example of recovery for the rest of the 

country.  As a result, the counter-narrative frames the city as a monument to the 

quintessentially middle-class American ideals that built the “town” we envision Detroit to 
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have been in order to align itself with the average American and reinforce these 

hegemonic structures.  Alternatively, Detroit Lives emphasizes the ways in which 

Detroit’s disastrous ending is a natural process through which a city rids itself of a sullied 

past and prepares for a rebirth.  According to Detroit Lives, the nation should not pity the 

city’s abandonment; it should envy it.   Still, Detroit’s ability to come back from the 

depths of despair is coded as characteristically American.  In this way, Detroit Lives 

constructs the city as a monument for a Post-Detroit America, a site evoking feelings of 

victory and pride in building a town up from “nothing.”  In this way, it can also be seen 

as casting the city as a monument to forgetting—as Herron (2004) described it—or at 

least forgetting Detroit as we have come to know it.     

This distinction is also woven into the fourth point of contention, which is the 

relative value of nostalgia.  Detroit Lives is a highly nostalgic piece that invokes not only 

nostalgia for Detroit’s recent past but also an implied nostalgia for America’s distant past 

of discovering and developing new terrain.  According to this counter-narrative, Detroit 

represents the last frontier for the average American to leave his or her mark.  Thus, it 

evokes pre-Detroit nostalgia, a longing for the possibilities of unclaimed territory and for 

a sense of the pioneering spirit that has long been a part of American national identity.  

Here, the term “pre-Detroit” does not insinuate a literal return to life in America prior to 

the settlement of Detroit.  Instead, thinking of Detroit Lives’ move as “pre-Detroit” 

allows for a more complete expression of the overlapping and at times conflicting ways 

collective memory is deployed.  Detroit Lives foregoes the renaissance of The Motor City 

in favor of a different past.  Imported from Detroit is similarly nostalgic, but solely for 

Detroit’s glory days as the Motor City, and Assignment: Detroit is decidedly anti-
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nostalgic in the ways previously described in this chapter, suggesting nostalgia has 

prevented the city from capitalizing on opportunities to reinvent itself.     

 Finally, the counter-narratives offer resolutions to Detroit’s predicament that in 

part function as responses to national anxiety.  As such, their messages appease a nation 

that continues to wait for its own renaissance in the years since the onset of the recession.  

The collapse of the banking and automotive manufacturing industries and the subsequent 

implosions of related markets have left most of the country grasping for dry land and 

deeply divided on political, social, and economic issues.  Examples of the nation’s 

troubles that are thrust into the national public sphere like Detroit serve as “frame 

images” to borrow Schwartz’ terminology.  In the following passage, Schwartz (1988) 

describes the ways in which the mythical figure of Abraham Lincoln appeared in 

American imagery as World War II was ending in order to provide a stable foundation 

upon which the nation could move forward and transition into a new chapter:  

Images of Lincoln are invoked to tell viewers how to feel about the war’s ending, 

how to make sense of its outcome, how to come to terms with it. Many who 

cherish peace also crave at some fundamental level, to go on fighting until all 

motives for fighting are exhausted. Images of Lincoln lay out the mixed feelings, 

the ambivalence, for all to see and by seeing to resolve them. Abraham Lincoln’s 

visual image thus framed the transition from the emotional simplicity of war to 

the complex realities of peace (p. 21). 

Though Schwartz specifically discusses Lincoln’s symbolic value in this 

statement, it is easy to extend his assertions to Detroit’s role in American media today by 

simply replacing the terms “Lincoln,” “war,” and “peace,” with Detroit, crisis, and 
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recovery.  In fact, the counter-narratives for Detroit epitomize the use of Detroit as a 

frame image in the three ways Schwartz describes above.  First, they attempt to tell the 

American public how to feel about the economic crisis (through its impact on Detroit) 

and “how to make sense of its outcome, how to come to terms with it.”  Second, they “lay 

out the mixed feelings, the ambivalence, for all to see and by seeing to resolve them.”  In 

this way, Detroit’s image frames “the transition from the emotional simplicity” of being 

in a state of crisis “to the complex realities” of planning for and achieving recovery.  

Thus, the ways in which the counter-narratives frame the fallout of the recession in 

Detroit reveal an underlying concern for helping the country arrive at a consensus about 

the state of the nation.  Hence, the discrepancies between the counter-narratives’ 

assumptions about city’s status, the community, its symbolic value, and the past speak to 

these uncertainties and attempt to show the nation how it will remember today’s crises 

tomorrow.   

To this end, Assignment: Detroit offers the analysis that Detroit, the symbol of 

American failure, must adapt to a country that has changed without it, therefore the 

lesson is that Detroit is behind the times, a vestige of an outdated ideology.  Here, the 

nation views Detroit as needing to learn that which it already knows.  Conversely, 

Imported from Detroit maintains that the city’s troubles reflect a reality that the rest of 

the nation will soon experience if it hasn’t already.  For this reason, the country should 

learn from Detroit’s example and adopt the city’s coping strategies to prepare it for the 

aftermath it has witnessed unfold before it.  Lastly, Detroit Lives combines these 

messages to show how Detroit’s acceptance of defeat—the realization that it needs 

drastic changes—and its willingness to reinvent itself serves as a lesson for the country.  
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The city’s regeneration amidst ruin and with little resources reminds the rest of the 

nation of the inevitability of change and the values, beliefs, and behaviors that spell 

success in a simpler time. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has presented a multifold study of media texts that have contributed to 

the production, reproduction, and transformation of an overarching narrative for the 

condition of Detroit, a city that has come to embody the rise and fall of the modern 

American empire.  It has applied a theoretical framework provided by memory studies, 

urban sociology and history, and ruin studies to examples that typify the ways in which 

Detroit functions in national media discourses as a narrative lens through which the state 

of the nation is assessed and American values are reinforced.  Instead of arriving at an 

agreed upon narrative, the case studies present different Detroits, reflecting the notion 

that Detroit’s collective memory is more aptly described as a collection of contested 

memories and exclusions that are often bounded by racial and class-based barriers.  The 

manifestation of these contestations has been analyzed by this study as variations across 

five prongs of collective memory: 1) the representation of the city’s present; 2) the 

delineation of the Detroit community; 3) the representation of Detroit’s status as an 

American symbol; 4) the role of nostalgia; and 5) the message about what Detroit’s 

present means for the nation tomorrow.    

As described in the second chapter, Zelizer (1995) has outlined six dimensions of 

collective memory: it is processual, unpredictable, partial, useable, particular yet 

universal, and material.  The media texts chosen for this study reflect these suppositions 

in that they attempt to reconstruct Detroit’s imagined past and the future remembrance of 

its present for particular purposes and for audiences who may not interpret their stories in 

the preferred ways.  Thus, this study does not present these media narratives in order to 
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arrive at a “correct” account of Detroit.  Instead, it proceeds in the vein of memory 

studies scholarship as an attempt to understand why we remember what we do about 

Detroit and to what end.  The acknowledgement of collective memory’s shortcomings as 

providing the “truth” about the past does not make these narratives any less powerful in 

transforming national identity and helping the country to transition into a new chapter, a 

new way of being.   

This thesis has discussed the ways in which collective memory of Detroit involves 

a great deal of amnesic work.  While counter-narratives have emerged, ruin porn 

continues to be popular.  This thesis has argued that ruin gazing keeps the myth of Detroit 

alive as a spectacle of historical progress that highlights the passage of time—and 

therefore progress made—through its depiction of Detroit’s deterioration, which in turn 

obscures the lack of progress made in not only Detroit but also the nation.  Additionally, 

ruin gazing has had a habituating effect, arguably blinding us to a reality that needs to be 

confronted.  The counter-narratives offer equally amnesic accounts of Detroit’s successes 

and failures in order to stress the value of American ideals such as individualism, 

capitalism, and post-racial multiculturalism in the twenty-first century.  Thus, all three 

narratives ask the same question: how much can, should, or do we want to forget the 

Detroit we have imagined and the one we have ignored in order to move forward as a 

nation?   

I have made an initial attempt at understanding why and how Detroit’s memory 

has figured in national media at a particular moment in history; however, much more 

research is needed to grasp the full breadth and depth of the topic.  This study revealed an 

intriguing shift in Time’s coverage from ostracizing to rooting for Detroit, which 
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occurred around the time that the American automotive industry was seeking bailouts 

from the federal government.  Future research should carefully examine this trend, 

specifically looking for whether other news outlets reflected or challenged this move.  

Future research could also investigate aspects of collective memory that were 

beyond the scope of this thesis such as the role of sports as symbolic redemption.  As 

stated before, Serazio (2010) has conducted a study of sports journalism on the New 

Orleans’ Saints return to the Superdome after Hurricane Katrina.  Research on sports 

journalism in Detroit after the economic crisis could reveal intriguing similarities.  

Additionally, more research is needed to determine whether national media narratives 

differ from local media narratives in Detroit and in what ways.  This research would be 

instrumental in analyzing the degrees of variation in, for example, national versus local 

nostalgia for Detroit.  In other words, a study that comparatively analyzes national and 

local media outlets and publics can more accurately state that collective memory of 

Detroit serves different purposes in these separate but overlapping spheres.   

Seeing Detroit through a time of turbulence is a memory project of particular and 

universal importance.  Such analyses offer explanations as to why collective memory of 

Detroit matters to America and why this differs from how Detroiters want to remember 

Detroit and be remembered as Detroit.  As the city works through its transitioning 

identity, mnemonic battles continue over how we should remember it in the future and 

whether Detroit even has a future apart from the allegory it has represented for America.  

Important questions emerge along the way regarding how much should we question the 

past and who or what should we leave behind.   
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9/9/08 Carmakers push congress for loans Joseph R. Szczesny 

10/24/08 Detroit's big three near the brink Joseph R. Szczesny 

10/28/08 Kwame Kilpatrick M.J. Stephey 

11/17/08 Canada faces its own auto industry pains Erik Heinrich 

12/2/08 Detroit bailout fueling trade tensions with Europe Jeff Israely 

12/4/08 Is this Detroit's last winter? Bill Saporito 

12/4/08 In Michigan, still waiting for the Renaissance James Poniewozik 

12/5/08 Why Detroit's woes are bad for Toyota Coco Masters 
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12/11/08 The auto industry's forgotten legacy: Diversity Susan Kim 
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